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# Overview Friday 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Speakers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:15</td>
<td>Panel Depression</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>Lauinger, Bohleber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Panel Model Culture</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Wolf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Brief Paper Session</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>Krieger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>Coffee Break</td>
<td>205</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Panel Depression</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>Krieger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:00</td>
<td>Panel General Business</td>
<td>101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:30</td>
<td>Panel Computer</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>Pinsof</td>
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<td>Panel Discussion</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>von Lersner</td>
</tr>
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<td>Panel Migration</td>
<td>201</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:15</td>
<td>Panel Member Training</td>
<td>101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:45</td>
<td>Poster Session</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:30</td>
<td>Member Training</td>
<td>220</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21:30</td>
<td>Member Training</td>
<td>205</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Session Stiller</td>
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## Overview Saturday 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08:15</td>
<td>Audimax</td>
<td>Panel Change Caspar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:45</td>
<td>Audimax</td>
<td>Panel Practice Culture Moncada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>Panel Experiential Moncada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>Panel Change Timulak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>Coffee Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>Panel Practice Emotion Moncada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:00</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>Panel Computer Emotion Moncada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:00</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Panel Computer Emotion Moncada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:30</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Panel Computer Emotion Moncada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:00</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>Panel Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:45</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>Panel Personality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:45</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>Panel Personality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lunch on your own</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Audimax**

- Panel Change Caspar
- Panel Practice Culture Moncada
- Panel Experiential Moncada
- Panel Change Timulak
- Coffee Break
- Panel Practice Emotion Moncada
- Panel Computer Emotion Moncada
- Panel Computer Emotion Moncada
- Panel Computer Emotion Moncada
- Panel Psychology
- Panel Personality
- Lunch on your own
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:15</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>Panel Practice</td>
<td>Midgley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>Panel Practice</td>
<td>Hooke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>Brief Paper</td>
<td>Hentschel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Session</td>
<td>Garcia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td>Barker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td>Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:00</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>Panel Practice</td>
<td>Tschuschke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:00</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>Lunch on your own</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:30</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>Panel Practice</td>
<td>Berger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Salgado</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Overview Saturday 2**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workshop</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pre-Conference Workshop</strong></td>
<td>Interpersonal Reconstructive Therapy (IRT) and a natural science of psychopathology</td>
<td>Lorna Smith Benjamin - University of Utah, Salt Lake City, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lunch on your own</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Pre-Conference Workshop</strong></td>
<td>Statistical analysis with R: Short introduction with the example of Item Response Models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>Jan R. Böhnke - University of Trier, Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Pre-Conference Workshop</strong></td>
<td>Meta-analysis for psychotherapy researchers: A practical application of basic and advanced meta-analytic procedures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>AC Del Re - University of Wisconsin-Madison &amp; VA Long Beach Health Care System, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Christoph Flückiger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Pre-Conference Workshop</strong></td>
<td>Questioning Measurement Precision: Applications of Item Response Theory in Psychotherapy Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Instruments</td>
<td>Abraham Wolf - Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, USA &amp; Ann Doucette - The George Washington University Medical Center/ The Evaluators’ Institute, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Pre-Conference Workshop</strong></td>
<td>Adequate, Psychoanalytically Understood Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Psychodynamic</td>
<td>Frans de Jonghe - Private Practice, Amsterdam, The Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rien Van, Annemieke Noteboom, Jack Dekker</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Wednesday**

**Pre-Conference Workshop**

**Alliance**

**Workshop**

**Combining Verbal and Nonverbal Perspectives to Examine Social Alignments between Therapists and Clients**

Eva Bänninger-Huber - University of Innsbruck, Austria & Peter Muntigl - Simon Fraser University, Vancouver, Canada

**Pre-Conference Workshop**

**Integration**

**Workshop**

**A Multi-Layered Developmental Approach to Couples’ Counseling that Uses the Brain’s Neuroplasticity to Achieve Fast, Permanent Results**

Stefan Deutsch - The Human Dev. Co., Melville, USA

**Pre-Conference Workshop**

**Therapist**

**Workshop**

**Why are some therapists better than others? A workshop presenting the ‘expertise paradigm’ as a conceptual and research framework for investigating the differential effectiveness of family and individual psychotherapist**

Sophia Holmes - Swinburne University, Melbourne, Australia

**Coffee Break**

**Wednesday**

**15:30 - 16:00**

**Opening Ceremony**

**Wednesday**

**18:00 - 18:30**

Aula & Audimax

**Presidential Plenary Address**

**Wednesday**

**18:30 - 20:00**

Aula & Audimax

**Presidential Address: "At the heart of the story....": Towards an integrative understanding of narrative change in Emotion-focused therapy of depression**

Lynne E. Angus, York University, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

**SPR Awards Ceremony**

**Future SPR Meetings**

**Welcome Reception**

**Wednesday**

**20:00 - 22:00**

Tent
Thursday

Panel
Psychodynamic Culture
Thursday
8:15 - 9:45
120
Moderator
Guillermo de la Parra - Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile, Santiago

Encounters between Cultures: Difference and Dialogue in Psychotherapy and Psychotherapy Research
Discussant: David Orlinsky - University of Chicago, USA

Cultural Transitions and Psychotherapy: Through the Indian Lens
Poornima Bhola - St. John’s Medical College and Hospital, Bangalore, India, Shveta Kumaria

Bridging Western psychotherapeutic training with Eastern way of living
Eunsun Joo - Duksum Women’s University, Seoul, Republic Of Korea

What do we mean by "international"? Inclusion and exclusion in Science and Psychotherapy Research
Li-fei Wang - National Taiwan Normal University

Cling, clash or thrive? The Dilemmas of doing Psychotherapy Research in Latin America
Denise Defey - School of Medicine, University of Uruguay, Montevideo

Panel
Psychodynamic
Thursday
8:15 - 9:45
206
Moderator
Francesco Gazzillo - Sapienza University, Rome, Italy

Clinical and empirical perspectives on a psychoanalysis of Merton Gill
Discussant: Sherwood Waldron - Psychoanalytic Research Consortium, New York, USA

Assessing personality changes and analytic process with APS and PHI
Francesco Gazzillo - Sapienza University, Rome, Italy, Vittorio Lingiardi, Carlotta Bandieri, Federica Genova, Nino Dazzi

Assessing changes in alliance ruptures with the Collaborative Interventions Rating Sales
Antonello Colli - Carlo Bo University, Urbino, Italy, Valeria Condino, Daniela Gentile, Liniardi Vittorio

Assessing therapeutic process and changes in patient-therapist attachment with PQS and PTA Q-sort
De Bei Francesco - Sapienza University of Rome, Italy, Annalisa Tanzilli, Daniele Giovannetti, Nino Dazzi

Assessing changes in defense mechanisms with the DMRS and the DMRS Q-sort: An analysis with Merton Gill
Mariagrazia Di Giuseppe - Sapienza University of Rome, Italy, Alberto Codazzi, Annamaria Stolfa, Annarita Marseglia
Panel
Prevention
Thursday
8:15 - 9:45
114
Moderator
Christopher Perry - Jewish General Hospital, Montreal, Canada

Dynamic psychotherapy of suicidal patients leading to recovery
Discussant: Per Høglend - University of Oslo, Norway

Alliance, reactions to treatment, and counter-transference in the process of recovery from suicidal phenomena in long-term dynamic psychotherapy
J. Christopher Perry - Jewish General Hospital, Montreal, Canada, Michael Bond, Michelle Presniak

Utilizing negative treatment reactions in suicidal patients: two case examples
Michael Bond - Jewish General Hospital, Montreal, Canada, J. Christopher Perry, Michelle Presniak

Does improved defensive functioning during dynamic psychotherapy play a role in improvement in suicidality?
Jesse Metzger - Jewish General Hospital, Montreal, Canada, J. Christopher Perry, Michael Bond

Panel
Depression
Thursday
8:15 - 9:45
106
Moderator
Simon Forstmeier - University of Zurich, Switzerland

Innovative Approaches in Psychotherapy with older people
Discussant: Andreas Maercker - University of Zurich, Switzerland

Cognitive Therapy for Clinically Depressed Family Carers of People with Dementia
Georgina Charlesworth - University College London, UK, Stanton Newman, Shirley Reynolds

Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy for People with Early Dementia and their Caregivers: A Case Study of a Comprehensive Treatment Approach
Tanja Roth - Psychiatric University Hospital Zurich, Switzerland, Andreas Maercker, Egemen Savaskan, Simon Forstmeier

Brief Life Review Therapy Using Autobiographical Retrieval Practice for Older Adults with Clinical Depression: Results of a Randomized Clinical Trial
Juan Pedro Serrano - University of Castilla-La Mancha, Albacete, Spain, José Miguel Latorre, Laura Ros, Beatriz Navarro, María José Aguilar, Marta Nieto, Jorge Javier Ricarte
Thursday

**Panel**
**Group**
**Thursday**
8:15 - 9:45
115
**Moderator**
Zipora Shechtman - Haifa University, Israel

**Process and Outcomes in Group Research**
**Discussant:** Gary Burlingame - Brigham Young University, Provo, USA

Treating Parents of Children with LD: A Comparison of individual and group treatment  
Mali Danino - Nizan, Tel Aviv, Israel, Zipora Shechtman

Factors Associated with Support Behavior in Group Therapy  
Zipora Shechtman - Haifa University, Israel, Yoni Harel

The Psychodynamic Work and Object Rating System (PWORS) - Process-outcome findings from Short-Term Group Psychotherapy for Patients with Somatoform Disorders  
Rainer Weber - University Clinic of Cologne, Germany, Jennifer Boll, Maria Hoffmeister, Peter Kiencke, Elke Horn, Wolfgang Tress, Volker Tschuschke

---

**Panel**
**Model**
**Thursday**
8:15 - 9:45
220
**Moderator**
Anssi Peräkylä - Helsinki Collegium for Advanced Studies, Finland

**Conversation Analysis in Psychotherapy Research**
**Discussant:** Mikael Leiman - University of Eastern Finland, Joensuu

Therapeutic work with the present moment: A conversation analytical study of guidance into immediacy  
Nataliya Kondratyuk - Kyiv National Linguistic University, Ukraine, Anssi Peräkylä

After interpretation. “Third position” utterances in psychoanalysis  
Anssi Peräkylä - Helsinki Collegium for Advanced Studies, Finland

Making meaning of gestural behavior in the psychotherapeutic dialogue  
Ulrich Streeck - Georg-August-Universität Göttingen, Germany

---

**Panel**
**Culture**
**Thursday**
8:15 - 9:45
205
**Moderator**
William West - Manchester University, UK

**The Experience of People from Refugee and Migrant Backgrounds**
**Discussant:** Fevonia Christodoulidi - University of Athens, Greece

The Mental Wellbeing of Refugees from Burma  
Robert Schweitzer - Queensland University of Technology, St Lucia, Australia, Lyn Vromans, Mark Brough

Experience of Anxiety and Threat of Xenophobia: Impact Factors and Coping Strategies  
Diana Braakmann - Sigmund Freud University, Austria, Edith Enzenhofer

Life Experiences of Constructively Adapting Adolescent War refugees in US and Canada  
Ngoubene-Atioky Arlette - Lehigh University, Bethlehem, USA, Arnold Spokane
Thursday

Panel
Emotion
Thursday
8:15 - 9:45
101
Moderator
Jon T. Monsen - University
of Oslo, Norway

Affect Integration in psychotherapy: A theoretical
and empirical examination of the Affect
Consciousness construct and its relevance for
psychotherapy and psychotherapy research
Conceptualizing affect integration: the Affect Consciousness
construct.
Jon T. Monsen - University of Oslo, Norway, Ole André Solbakken,
Roger Sandvik-Hansen

Affect integration in psychotherapy: Affect Consciousness as
a predictor of change.
Ole André Solbakken - University of Oslo, Norway, Roger Sandvik-
Hansen, Odd Erik Havik, Jon T. Monsen

Affect integration in avoidant and borderline personality
disorders.
Eivind Normann-Eide - Vestfold Psychiatry, Tønsberg, Norway, Tone
Normann-Eide, Merete Johansen, Jon T. Monsen, Jens Egeland,
Theresa Wilberg

Panel
Assessment
Thursday
8:15 - 9:45
215
Moderator
Jan R. Böhnke - University
of Trier, Germany

Using Item Response Theory and bifactor strategies
to improve measurement quality in routine
assessment
Discussant: Ann Doucette - George Washington University, USA

A Bifactor Graded Response Model study of the Outcome-
Questionnaire-45
Arjan Berkeljon - Brigham Young University, Provo, UT, USA, Scott A.
Baldwin

Re-evaluating the fit of inherently multi-dimensional
measures: A new look on the phase model of psychotherapy
outcome.
Jan Böhnke - University of Trier, Germany, Wolfgang Lutz

Application of a bifactor model and IRT informed analyses to
investigate comorbidity in depression and anxiety
Brodbeck Jeannette - University of Cambridge, UK, Rosemary Abbot,
Ian Goodyer, Tim Croudace

Improving the measurement of patient reported outcomes in
patients with psychosis.
Ulrich Reininghaus - Queen Mary University, London, UK, Rosemarie
McCabe, Tom Burns, Tim Croudace, Stefan Priebe
Thursday

**Panel**
Alliance Thursday 8:15 - 9:45 201
Moderator Eugénia Ribeiro - University of Minho, Braga, Portugal

**How Collaboration in Therapy Becomes Therapeutic: The Therapeutic Collaboration Coding System**
Discussant: Adam Horvath - Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, Canada

Therapeutic Collaboration Coding System: Concepts, Procedures and Reliability
Eugénia Ribeiro - University of Minho, Braga, Portugal, António P. Ribeiro, Miguel M. Gonçalves, Adam. O. Horvath, William B. Stiles

The Development of the Therapeutic Collaboration: A comparison between a good and a poor outcome case of narrative therapy
Nuno Pires - University of Minho, Braga, Portugal, Susana Oliveira, Helena Azevedo, Eugénia Ribeiro, António P. Ribeiro, Miguel M. Gonçalves

The Development of the Therapeutic Collaboration: a Case Study of a Narrative Therapy Dropout
Dulce Pinto - University of Minho, Braga, Portugal, Helena Azevedo, Eugenia Ribeiro, António P. Ribeiro, Miguel M. Gonçalves

Therapeutic collaboration within return-to-the-problem phases
Joana Loura - University of Minho, Braga, Portugal, António P. Ribeiro, Miguel M. Gonçalves, William B. Stiles, Eugénia Ribeiro

**Structured Discussion**
Practice Thursday 8:15 - 9:45 Audimax

**Translating Research into Practice: The Role of the Psychotherapy Researcher**
Marilyn Fitzpatrick - McGill University, Montreal, Canada

Discussant: George Silberschatz - University of California, San Francisco, USA and Chris Evans, Nottinghamshire Healthcare NHS Trust, UK
Leonard Bickman, Gerhard Zarbock, Wilma Bucci, Anastassios Stalikas, Imre Szecsödy, Mariane Krause, Soti Grafanaki, Ceceilia Clemental, Sheila Butler, Peter Stratton

**Structured Discussion**
Other Thursday 8:15 - 9:45 105

**Dissemination of Psychotherapy in under supplied countries**
Franz Caspar - University of Bern, Switzerland

Discussant: Limas Sutanto - Airlangga University, Surabaya, Indonesia and Jue Chen, Shanghai mental Health Center, China
Jianyin Qiu, Giedre Bulotiene, Geanina Cucu-Ciuhan, Lata Hemchand, Shigeru lwakabe, Veronika Karpenko
Thursday

Panel
Person Centered Thursday 10:00 - 11:00 120
Moderator Geoffrey Denham - La Trobe University, Melbourne, Australia

Client use of psychotherapy: Are there identifiable client groups?
Rater agreement on Washington University Sentence Completion Test of Ego Development (WUSCTED) Maria Luca - Regent’s College, London, UK
Relational Competence and Ego Development in Psychotherapy Clients Mae Chong - La Trobe University, Melbourne, Australia
How is relational competence linked to client type and psychotherapy outcome? Geoffrey Denham - La Trobe University, Melbourne, Australia

Brief Paper Session
Others Thursday 10:00 - 11:00 105
Moderator Georg Mikis Rees - University Psychiatric Services Bern, Switzerland

Differential Activation of Cortico-striatal-thalamic Circuitry by Depression and Insecure Attachment Zimri Yaseen - Beth Israel Medical Center, New York, NY, USA, Curren Katz, Xian Zhang, Helen Mayberg, Joy Hirsch, Steve Dashnaw, Lisa Cohen, Igor Galynker, Arnold Winston
Emotion regulation and cerebral effects of psychotherapy: a meta-analysis of neuroimaging studies Irene Messina - Università degli Studi di Padova, Italy, Marco Sambin, Arianna Palmieri, Roberto Viviani, Enrico Benelli
How to model the Acquisition of Meaning of Terms in Language as Functions Isabella Hinterleitner - Vienna University of Technology, Austria, Klaus Doblhammer, Dietmar Bruckner
Systemic Family Outreach Intervention (SFOI) for Young Out-of-treatment Drug Users: 6 months follow-up Carmen Gloria Hidalgo - Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Santiago, Andrea Jaramillo, Rodrigo Santis, Viviana Hayden, Andrea Lasagna, Ivan Armijo
Nonverbal and paraverbal expression of interactional agreement Georg Mikis Rees - University Psychiatric Services Bern, Switzerland, Fabian Ramseyer, Wolfgang Tschacher
Thursday

**Brief Paper Session**
Outcome Thursday 10:00 - 11:00 106

**Moderator**
Maarit A Laaksonen - National Institute for Health and Welfare, Helsinki, Finland

Pre-post change during treatment as a predictor for the longer term outcome in psychodynamic and cognitive behavioural psychotherapy
* Birgit Watzke - University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf, Germany, Heinz Rüddel, Ralph Jürgensen, Uwe Koch, Holger Schulz

Individual Distress and Dyadic Adjustment over a Three-Year Follow-up Period in Couple Therapy: A Bi-directional Relationship?
* Terje Tilden - Research Institute, Modum Bad, Vikersund, Norway, Tore Gude, Asle Hoffart, Harold Sexton

Coping Styles: A Meta-analysis of Coping Styles and Outcome
* Larry Beutler - Palo Alto University, San Jose, USA, Mark Harwood, Satoko Kimpara, David Verdirame, Kathy Blau

Interactions Between Session-By-Session Outcome and Academic Performance
* Dianne Nielsen - Brigham Young University, Provo, USA, Stevan Nielsen

Prediction of suitability for short- and long-term psychotherapy
* Maarit A Laaksonen - National Institute for Health and Welfare, Helsinki, Finland, Paul Knekt, Olavi Lindfors

**Brief Paper Session**
Psychodynamic Thursday 10:00 - 11:00 114

**Moderator**
Michael Green - Glen Nevis Clinic, Melbourne, Australia

Recovery and non-recovery after psychotherapy with transference interpretation: 2 case studies from FEST
* Alice Marble - University of Oslo, Norway, Randi Ulberg, Per Høglend

Clinical and Research Debates about Generalized Anxiety Disorder among Cognitive Therapists and Psychoanalysts
* Ignacio Etchebarne - Universidad de Belgrano, Buenos Aires, Argentina, Santiago Juan, Juan Martín Gómez Penedo, Andrés J. Roussos

Who are we and what do we Latin American Jungians do in Psychotherapy?
* Álvaro Carrasco - Universidad de Chile, Santiago, Arlette Gillet, María Teresa Moreno, Ruby Dussaillant, María Elena Oettinger

The Melbourne Outcome Study ofPsychoanalytic Psychotherapy (MOSPP): Preliminary findings
* Celia Godfrey - Monash University, Melbourne, Australia, Suzanne Dean, Jacqueline Grady, Jeanette Beaufoy, Bruce Tonge

An encounter between research, organisational and clinical culture in a psychoanalytic psychotherapy Clinic
* Michael Green - Glen Nevis Clinic, Melbourne, Australia, Celia Godfrey, Suzanne Dean, Jeanette Beaufoy, Bruce Tonge, Jenny Howard
Thursday

**Brief Paper Session**

**Groups**

Thursday  
10:00 - 11:00  
115  
Moderator  
Katrin Endtner -  
Department of Psychotherapy, Bern, Switzerland

Self-consciousness and Emotional Gain in Schizophrenic Patients after Event-specific Autobiographical Memory Training  
**Jorge Ricarte** - University of Castilla-La Mancha, Albacete, Spain, **José-Vicente Hernández**, **José-Miguel Latorre**, **Laura Ros**

Changes in perceived social support in the course of intensive group psychotherapy treatment  
**Michal Mielimaka** - Jagiellonian University, Krakow, Poland, **Krzysztof Rutkowski**, **Jerzy Sobanski**, **Agnieszka Murzyn**, **Lukasz Muldner-Nieckowski**

Therapist interventions and patient working capacity in a group psychotherapy for substance addicted offenders  
**Maria Isabel Fontao** - Reichenau Psychiatric Centre, Germany, **C. Massau**, **C. Heinrich**, **K. Hoffmann**, **R. Mielke**, **T. Ross**

Therapist interventions and therapeutic processes in a group psychotherapy for substance addicted offenders  
**Thomas Ross** - Reichenau Psychiatric Centre, Germany, **C. Heinrich**, **C. Massau**, **K. Hoffmann**, **R. Mielke**, **Ml. Fontao**

Differences in Emotion Regulation  
**Katrin Endtner** - Department of Psychotherapy, Bern, Switzerland, **Marianne Hänni**, **Wolfgang Tschacher**

**Brief Paper Session**

**Others**

Thursday  
10:00 - 11:00  
215  
Moderator  
Georgios Lampropoulos -  
Florida State University, Tallahassee, USA

Meeting unexpressed psychological requests in a new context: the psychologist in chemistry  
**Francesco Pagnini** - Catholic University of Sacred Heart, Milan, Italy, **Gianluca Castelnovo**, **Anna Gardiner**, **Edoardo Lozza**, **Enrico Molinari**

Behavioral Activation, Social Engagement, and Positive Psychology as Predictors of Well-Being  
**Jerry Walker** - Florida State University, Tallahassee, USA, **Georgios Lampropoulos**

Predictors for patients’ perceived needs for psychosocial and psychotherapeutic support after breast cancer rehabilitation  
**Juliane Fink** - University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf, Germany, **Holger Schulz**, **Kai Kossow**, **Hans Kordy**, **Uwe Koch**, **Birgit Watzke**

Specificity of suicidal behaviours in the different age groups: the professionals’ perspective  
**Inês Rothes** - Universidade do Porto, Portugal, **Margarida Rangel Henriques**
Thursday

Client Personality and Homework Task Variables as Predictors of Compliance with Self-Help Homework Assignments: Results from a Randomized Controlled Trial
Georgios Lampropoulos - Florida State University, Tallahassee, USA, Jerry Walker

**Brief Paper Session**
Process
Thursday
10:00 - 11:00
101
Moderator
Lene Berggraf - Modum Bad Research Institute, Vikersund, Norway

Assessing therapeutic change through the experience sampling method
Joana Mourão - Minho University, Braga, Portugal, Eugénia Ribeiro, Teresa Freire

Facilitating change in supported computerised cognitive behavioural therapy (CCBT) for depression: What do NHS clients say is important?
Kate Doran - The University of Sheffield, UK, Gillian E. Hardy, Glenys D. Parry, Rosemary Barber

Former Patients' Perception of Change and its Relation with Psychotherapeutic Interventions
Malena Braun - Universidad de Belgrano, Buenos Aires, Argentina, Julieta Olivera, Paula Balbi, Andres Roussos

Corrective Experiences Remembered lively
Nicola Ferrari - University of Bern, Switzerland, Franz Caspar

The relationship between adaptive affects and sense of self and others in psychotherapy for patients with cluster C personality disorders.
Lene Berggraf - Modum Bad Research Institute, Vikersund, Norway, Pål Ulvenes, Asle Hoffart, Bruce Wampold, Martin Svartberg, Tore Stiles, Leigh McCullough

**Brief Paper Session**
Measures
Thursday
10:00 - 11:00
201
Moderator
Kenneth Critchfield - University of Utah, Salt Lake City, USA

Attachment style of patients in a day hospital
Klaus-Peter Seidler - Hannover Medical School, Germany, Petra Garlipp

Application of Emotional Processing Rating Scale in Individual Psychotherapy
Bi-Ling Shieh - Kaohsiung Medical University, Taiwan

The revised inpatient experience scale (IES-2) – Process factors in inpatient psychotherapy from the patient’s perspective
Dinger Ulrike - University of Heidelberg, Germany, Isa Sammet, Johannes Ehrenthal, Henning Schauenburg

Copy process assessment and case formulation in Interpersonal Reconstructive Therapy
Kenneth Critchfield - University of Utah, Salt Lake City, USA, Christie Karpiak, Lorna Smith Benjamin
The interaction between Therapists’ Interventions, Therapeutic Alliance and Ruptures in the Alliance: A Pilot study.
Vanina Waizmann - Universidad de Belgrano, Buenos Aires, Argentina, Andrés Roussos

**Brief Paper Session**

**Outcome**

Thursday 10:00 - 11:00 206

**Moderator**
Anna Brandon - UT Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, USA

Effectiveness of Psychotherapeutic Interventions Alone or in Combination with Medication for Chronic Depression: A Systematic Review (Metachron)
Alessa von Wolff - University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf, Germany, Lars Hölzel, Martin Härter, Levente Kriston

Application of Cognitive Behavioral Therapy in a Case of Moderate Depressive Episode with Anxious Personality Disorder
Kasthuri Pandiyan - Bangalore Medical College and Research Institute, India

Mechanisms of Change in Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy
Ben Shahar - Interdisciplinary Center, Herzliya, Israel, Willoughby Britton

Therapeutic effects in depressive inpatients with different OPD-2 conflict patterns
Rebekka Rost - Psychosomatic University Hospital, Heidelberg, Germany, Johannes Zimmermann, Christina Hunger, Tilman Grande, Manfred Cierpka, Henning Schauenburg

The Power of Two: Inviting Partners or Spouses to Help
Anna Brandon - University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, USA, Nadia Ceccotti, Geetha Shivakumar, Robin Jarrett

**Brief Paper Session**

**Measures**

Thursday 10:00 - 11:00 220

**Moderator**
Fernanda Serralta - Universidade Luterana do Brasil, Canoas, Brazil

Psychometric evaluation of a short version of the Incongruence questionnaire (K-INK)
Sylke Andreas - Department of Medical Psychology, Hamburg, Germany, David Horstmann, Matthias Schmitz, Christoph Schmeling-Kludas, Holger Schulz

Assessing personality with the Shedler and Westen Assessment Procedure (SWAP-200)
António Pires - Instituto Superior de Psicologia Aplicada, Lisbon, Portugal, David Rodrigues, Marta S. Soares, Teresa neves, João A. Gonçalves

Relations between ICD-10-Symptom-Rating & SCL-90-R
Karin Tritt - Psychosomatics, Regensburg, Germany, Friedrich von Heymann, Michael Zaudig, Thomas Loew, Wolfgang Söllner, Burghard Klapp, Markus Bühner
Thursday

Compendium: A Computerised Programme for the Tracking and Measurement of Group Process
Marion Brown - Institute of Group Analysis, London, UK, Andrew Downie; Simon Buckingham-Shum; Nicole Howard

Using The Brazilian Portuguese version of Psychotherapy Process Q-Set (PQS) to study the process of change in brief psychotherapy
Fernanda Serralta - Universidade Luterana do Brasil, Canoas, Brazil, Claudio Laks Eizirik, Maria Lucia Tiellet Nunes, Nnamdi Pole

Brief Paper Session
Cultural
Thursday
10:00 - 11:00
205
Moderator
Jana Volkert - University Medical Centre, Hamburg, Germany

Intepreters of maladies: The challenge for interpreters and issues of quality language interpretation within one clinical setting for asylum seekers experiencing trauma
Salma Siddique - Edinburgh Napier University, UK, Ms Lynne Edwards

The relationship between suicide and socioeconomic change in Taiwan
Hsiao-Pei Chang - National Chi Nan University, Puli, Nantou, Taiwan, Chia Jung Li, Fortune Shaw

Meaning in life and mental disorders in the elderly: a cross-cultural perspective
Jana Volkert - University Medical Centre, Hamburg, Germany, Maria Hausberg, Chiara Da Ronch, Ana Belen Santos-Olmo, Kerstin Weber, Holger Schulz, Martin Härtel, Sylke Andreas

Structured Discussion
Practice
Thursday
10:00 - 11:00
Audimax

Translating Research into Practice: Themes, trajectories, reflections and ways forward
Sheila Butler - UK Council for Psychotherapy (UKCP), London
Discussant: Peter Stratton - University of Leeds, UK and Liz McDonnell, UK Council for Psychotherapy
Marilyn Fitzpatrick

Coffee Break
Thursday
11:00 - 11:30

Panel
Emotion
Thursday
11:30 - 13:00
215
Moderator
Michael Basseches - Suffolk University, Boston, USA

The Emotion Transformation Process Common to All Forms of Psychotherapy
Discussant: Michael Mascolo - Merrimack College, North Andover, USA

Developmental Analysis of Emotion Transformation: A Systematic Case-Based Research Method
Michael Basseches - Suffolk University, Boston, USA, Angela Brandao
Thursday

The Emotion Transformation Process: A Comparative Analysis
*Angela Brandao* - Hospital Cuf Infante Santo, Lisboa, Portugal, Michael Basseches

Emotion Transformation Process: An Attachment Perspective
*Fernanda Salvaterra* - ULHT/ISS, Lisboa, Portugal, Fernando Silva

### Meta-analysis in psychotherapy outcome research: Going beyond the "does it work?" question

Allegiance-outcome association in psychotherapy research:
Dose-response-relationship, confounding by treatment approach and role of study design
*Thomas Munder* - University of Bern, Switzerland, Heike Gerger, Jürgen Barth

How valid are coding decisions in data extraction? The impact of masking on study quality assessment in meta-analysis
*Jenny Rosendahl* - University of Jena, Germany, Susan Tefikow, Andreas Beelmann, Bernhard Strauss

Do different therapeutic approaches use the same techniques to treat depression?
*Nadja Michlig* - University of Bern, Switzerland, Thomas Munder, Heike Gerger, Pim Cuypers, Jürgen Barth

Exploring the impact of missing data imputation strategies on meta-analysis results
*Jürgen Barth* - University of Bern, Switzerland, Thomas Munder, Heike Gerger

### Between Top-down and Bottom-up models in operationalization of psychoanalytic constructs: Methodological questions for dismantling studies

**Discussant:** Imre Szecsödy - Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden

The Top-down method: Psychoanalytically-Inspired Decision Unit for Automation Systems With Operationalizable Parameters
*Clemens Muchitsch* - Vienna University of Technology, Austria, Andreas Perner, Dietmar Bruckner

The bottom-up method: Dismantling the change processes within psychoanalytic treatments in patients with borderline personality disorder
*Henriette Loeffler-Stastka* - Medical University Vienna, Austria, Katharina Stigler, G. Schleifer
Thursday

Visualization of the bottom-up method: Computational Analysis of Measures from Operationalized Courses of Treatment
Dietmar Bruckner - Vienna University of Technology, Austria, Ernst Schwartz, Katharina Stigler, Henriette Löffler-Stastka

Panel
Measures
Thursday
11:30 - 13:00
105
Moderator
Andrew Page - University of Western Australia, Perth

Treatment Goals, Quality Assurance and Predictors of Outcome
Discussant: Gregory Kolden - University of Wisconsin, Madison, USA
Self-esteem and group CBT outcome: When is it better to be a little fish in a big pond?
Andrew Page - University of Western Australia, Perth, Geoff R Hooke

Final results of a German feedback study - The potential of decision support tools to monitor and to predict change and treatment length
Wolfgang Lutz - University of Trier, Germany, André Bittermann, Katharina Köck, Jan R. Böhnke

Treatment goals: Are they irrelevant or of clinical significance?
Henning Schöttke - Universität Osnabrück, Germany, Julia Eversmann, Julia Lange, A. Sembill

The Assimilation of Problematic Experience:
understanding change and informing the model
Discussant: William Stiles - Miami University, Oxford, USA
What exactly counts as ‘change’ and how does it evolve during the therapeutic process?
Paula Dagnino - Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile, Santiago, Guillermo de la Parra, Manfred Cierpka

The assimilation of problematic experiences during training: the case of one trainee counsellor.
Julie Folkes-Skinner - University of Leicester, UK

Responsiveness in the framework of the Assimilation Model: A case study
Claudia Meystre - Institut Universitaire de Psychothérapie, Lausanne, Switzerland
Panel
Psychodynamic Thursday 11:30 - 13:00 Audimax
Moderator
Per Høglend - University of Oslo, Norway

Technique, alliance, gender, and countertransference in dynamic psychotherapy
Discussant: Kenneth Critchfield - University of Utah, Salt Lake City, USA

Psychotherapy: Common factors or techniques?
Per Høglend - University of Oslo, Norway, Randi Ulberg, Anne Grete Hersoug, Glen O. Gabbard, Paul Crits-Christoph

Does therapeutic alliance predict outcome over and above pre-treatment predictors and expectancies?
Anne Grete Hersoug - University of Oslo, Norway, Per Høglend, Steinar Lorenzten, Glen O. Gabbard

Transference interpretations and process between therapist and patient
Randi Ulberg - University of Oslo, Norway, Per Andreas Høglend

Countertransference feelings in psychodynamic therapy: transference interpretations and patients with personality disorders
Hanne-Sofie Dahl - University of Oslo, Norway, Jan-Ivar Røssberg, Per Høglend

The Process of Group Drug Counseling for Cocaine Dependence
Discussant: Gary Burlingame - Brigham Young University, Provo, USA

A Generalizability Theory Analysis of Group Process Ratings in the Treatment of Cocaine Dependence
Paul Crits-Christoph - University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, USA, Jennifer Johnson, Robert Gallop, Mary Beth Connolly Gibbons, Jessica Hamilton, Sarah Ring-Kurtz

Process Predictors of the Outcome of Group Drug Counseling
Mary Beth Connolly Gibbons - University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, USA, Jennifer Johnson, Robert Gallop, Jessica Hamilton, Sarah Ring-Kurtz, Paul Crits-Christoph

Gender, Race, and Group Processes in Group Drug Treatment
Jennifer Johnson - Brown University, Providence, USA, Mary Beth Connolly Gibbons, Jessica Hamilton, Sarah Ring-Kurtz, Robert Gallop, Paul Crits-Christoph
Thursday

Panel
Other
Thursday
11:30 - 13:00
205
Moderator
William West - University of Manchester, UK

Findings from innovative qualitative research
Discussant: David Smith - University of Chicago, USA
Sharing synchronicity stories: a heuristic study
Christa Gorsedene - University of Manchester, UK
‘Let the Tissues Speak.’ A Collaborative Inquiry
Dori Yusef - University of East London, UK

Panel
Measures
Thursday
11:30 - 13:00
206
Moderator
Jeanne Watson - University of Toronto, Canada

Indentifying the correlates of change in CBT and EFT
Discussant: Hadas Wiseman - University of Haifa, Israel
Measure of Productive Processing
Jeanne Watson - University of Toronto, Canada, Evelyn McMullen
Productive Engagement in Psychotherapy: A Comparison of Clients’ In-Session Processing Activities in Cognitive-Behaviour Therapy (CBT) and Process-Experiential Therapy (PET) for Depression
Evelyn McMullen - University of Toronto, Canada, Jeanne Watson
The Relationships Between the Clients’ and Therapists’ Vocal Qualities in Cognitive Behaviour (CBT) and Emotion-Focused Treatments (EFT) for Depression
Beth Bernholtz - University of Toronto, Canada, Jeanne Watson

Panel
Change
Thursday
11:30 - 13:00
201
Moderator
Bernd Puschner - Ulm University, Germany

Importance of early response for treatment outcome in different mental health care settings
Discussant: Mike Lambert - Brigham Young University, Provo, USA
Cognitive Behavioral Analysis System of Psychotherapy with and without medication for chronic depression: is there an acute phase triage point?
Bruce Arnow - Stanford University, USA, Christine Blasey, Dana Steidtmann, Rachel Manber
Early response in inpatient mental health care
Bernd Puschner - Ulm University, Germany, Lorene Bieber, Thomas Becker
Early response in the treatment of depression: evidence from a novel lifestyle-based intervention
Steven S. Ilardi - University of Kansas, Lawrence, USA, Yevgeny Botanov
Yes, There are Therapist Effects. But What is it that Effective Therapists Do?
Discussant: Jeffrey Hayes - Pennsylvania State University, University Park, USA

Therapist variability among VA providers of PTSD treatment
Kevin Laska - University of Wisconsin-Madison, USA, Tracey L. Smith

Towards Understanding the Interpersonal Constituents of Therapist Effects
Andrew Wislocki - University of Wisconsin-Madison, USA, Takuya Minami

Considering the Effect of Rater Bias on Therapist Effects Research: Could training clients be the answer?
D. Martin Kivlighan III - University of Wisconsin-Madison, USA, Tim Baardseth

The influence of therapists’ self-perceptions on patient outcome
Helene Nissen-Lie - University of Oslo, Norway, Jon T. Monsen, Pål Ulleberg, Michael Helge Rønnestad

Does Specialized Outpatient Treatment Have the Same Efficacy for Psychiatric Patients from Various Cultural Backgrounds in The Netherlands?
Discussant: Jacques Barber - University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, USA

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) Versus Short-term Psychodynamic Supportive Psychotherapy (SPSP) in the Outpatient Treatment of Depression: a Randomized Controlled Equivalence Trial.
Ellen Driessen - Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, Jaap Peen, Henricus Van, Marielle Hendriksen, Simone Kool, Frank Don, Jack Dekker

Do Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) and Short-term Psychodynamic Supportive Psychotherapy (SPSP) Have the Same Results for Native and Non-native Depressed Patients? Jack Dekker - Arkin Mental Health, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, Lisanne Koomen, Jaap Peen, Marielle Hendriksen, Henricus Van

Do Patients from Different Cultural Backgrounds Benefit the Same from Outpatient Treatment?
Annemiekde Noteboom - GGZ Ingeest, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, Georgia Katsaragaki, Henricus Van, Jaap Peen, Jack Dekker
Thursday

The Relationship Between Drop-out and Health Needs and Treatment Features for Patients with Different Cultural Backgrounds.
Henricus Van - Arkin Mental Health, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, Annemieke Noteboom, Jaap Peen, Jack Dekker

Lunch
Thursday
13:00 - 14:30

Past Presidents’ Lunch
Thursday
13:00 - 14:30
House of the University

NA Chapter meeting
Thursday
14:30 - 15:30
Audimax

EU Chapter Meeting
Thursday
14:30 - 15:30
201

LA Chapter Meeting
Thursday
14:30 - 15:30
220

UK Chapter Meeting
Thursday
14:30 - 15:30
205

Panel
Supervision
Thursday
15:45 - 17:15
101
Moderator
Sue Wheeler - University of Leicester, UK

Supervision: process and competence
Discussant: Claus Jacobsen - University of Aalborg, Denmark
Evaluation of Roth and Pilling’s competence framework for counselling and psychotherapy supervision
Valerie Owen-Pugh - University of Leicester, UK, Clare Symons, Sue Wheeler
Thursday

Do Experienced Supervisors Utilize a Theory of Supervision?  
Jan Grant - Curtin University, Perth, Australia, Margot Schofield, Sarah Crawford

Supervision and clinical practice: Does supervision make a difference?  
Alison Dart - University Leicester, UK, Julie Folkes skinner, Sue Wheeler

Outcome and Process Research in Couple and Family Therapy  
Discussant: William Pinsof - Northwestern University, Evanston, USA

Revealing Underlying Vulnerable Emotion in Couple Therapy: Impact on Final Outcome  
Jacqueline McKinnon - York University, Toronto, Canada, Leslie Greenberg

A Task-Analytic Model of Using Adaptive Anger to Resolve Problems in Emotion-Focused Therapy for Couples  
Martin Fisher - Argosy University, Schaumburg, USA, Rhonda Goldman, Leslie Greenberg

Attachment-Based Family Therapy for Suicidal Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Adolescents: Treatment Development and Pilot Efficacy Study  
Gary M. Diamond - Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Beer-Sheva, Israel, Guy S. Diamond, Suzanne Levy, Cynthia Closs, Tonya Ladipo, Lynne Siqueland

Effectiveness of a Brief Systemic Intervention on Marital and Coparental Relationships  
Joëlle Darwiche - Lausanne University, Switzerland, Yves de Roten, Claudio Carneiro, Christel Vaudan, Alessandra Duc-Marwood, Jean-Nicolas Despland

Putting it into words  
Discussant: David Smith - University of Chicago, UK

Using the tacit dimension in qualitative therapy research  
William West - University of Manchester, UK

Stories of Migration and/or Return: reflexive findings on therapists’ experiences of professional mobility in different cultures  
Feveronía Christodoulidi - University of Athens, Greece

Presence in group process  
David Tune - University of York St John, UK, Liz Mellor
Thursday

Panel
Narrative Culture
Thursday
15:45 - 17:15
205
Moderator
Sean Murphy - Adelphi University, Garden City, NY, USA

Cross-Linguistic Studies in Narrative, Emotional Expression and the Referential Process
Discussant: Wilma Bucci - Adelphi University, Garden City, NY, USA

Italian Measures of the Referential Process: Clinical and Linguistic Implications
Rachele Mariani - La Sapienza Università di Roma, Italy, Alessandra De Coro, Bernard Maskit, Wilma Bucci

Emotional Disclosure in Chinese Speakers: A Psychotherapy Analogue Study
Hui-Mei Nan - Adelphi University, Garden City, NY, USA, Wilma Bucci, Sean Murphy

The Language of Psychotherapy Process: Cross-Linguistic Markers of Narrative and Referential Activity Using the Linguistic Inquiry Word Count (LIWC)
Sean Murphy - Adelphi University, Garden City, NY, USA, Wilma Bucci, Bernard Maskit

Panel
Instruments
Thursday
15:45 - 17:15
215
Moderator
Ximena Pereira - Universidad del Desarrollo, Santiago, Chile

Applied instruments for clinical work in the psychotherapy process/outcome for individuals, couples and families

The Usefulness of the Healthy Functioning Rating Scale SWAP-200 (HFRS-SWAP-200) to evaluate which Psychological Features can predict the course of the treatment in Individual Psychotherapy
Alessandro Ubbiali - Psyche-dendron Association, Milan, Italy, C. Chiorri, Hampton, A. Garofalo, D. Donati

The Family Semantics Questionnaire (FSQ): an Instrument for a Hermeneutic-Relational Evaluation of Personality and Psychopathology
Attà Negri - University of Bergamo, Italy

Validation and Adaptation of the Shorter Psychotherapy and Counseling Evaluation Scale to the Chilean population
Iván Armijo - Universidad Gabriela Mistral, Santiago, Chile, I. Cisternas, P. Leiva

Measuring Couple’s Conflict Dimensions (EDCP-22-R) and Dyadic Adjustment (DAS) in couples with self and peer version
Ximena Pereira - Universidad del Desarrollo, Santiago, Chile, Iván Armijo, Luis Tapia
Thursday

Panel
Emotion
Thursday
15:45 - 17:15
Audimax
Moderator
Leslie Greenberg - York University, Toronto, Canada

Emotional Processes of change
Emotional Productivity in Emotion-focused therapy for Depression
Lars Auszra - Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität, Munich, Germany, Leslie Greenberg

Emotion types and patterns of change in Emotion-focused therapy for depression
Imke Hermann - Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität, Munich, Germany, Leslie Greenberg

Resolving Hopelessness in Emotion-Focused Therapy of Depression
Sara Miller - York University, Toronto, Canada, Leslie Greenberg, Lisa Sicoli

Panel
Culture
Thursday
15:45 - 17:15
120
Moderator
Johannes Zimmermann - University of Kassel, Germany

Unpackaging Culture in Clinical and Psychotherapy Research: Pilot Studies from Germany and Chile
Discussant: Mariane Krause - Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Santiago

The Link Between Guilt associated Emotions and the Emergence of Affective Disorders: A Comparison Between Chilean and German Adolescents
Fanja Riedel - University of Heidelberg, Germany

The Change of Cultural Variables During Treatment for Depression
Nils Pfeiffer - Schoen Klinik Roseneck, Prien am Chiemsee, Germany, Annette Kämmerer

Cultural Dimensions of Triadic Family Interaction with Infants
Lisa Schwinn - University of Heidelberg, Germany

Panel
Psychodynamic
Thursday
15:45 - 17:15
115
Moderator
Svenja Taubner - University Kassel, Germany

Long-term psychoanalytic treatments
Discussant: Anna Buchheim - University Innsbruck, Austria

Changes in Reflective Functioning and Insight into problems after long-term psychoanalytic psychotherapies
Mertens Wolfgang - Ludwig-Maximilians-Universitaet Muenchen, Germany, Svenja Taubner, Susanne Hörz

Structural and symptomatic changes one year after termination of long-term psychoanalytic therapies with chronically depressed patients
Svenja Taubner - University Kassel, Germany, Henrik Kessler, Anna Buchheim, Lenka Staun
Thursday

Effects of Interventions Promoting Mentalization and Interventions Disconfirming Pathogenic Beliefs – Single Case Studies of 3 Long-Term psychoanalytic Therapies
Josef Brockmann - Private Practice, Frankfurt, Germany, Katja Dembler, Monika Zabolitzki, Holger Kirsch

How to study benefits and costs of long-term psychotherapy? Methodological problems and design suggestions.
Cord Benecke - University Kassel, Germany

"Having It All" with Case Studies in Therapy Research: Their Role In Creating Multiple Types of Knowledge
Discussant: Louis Castonguay - Penn State University, Pennsylvania, USA

Increasing the Foundational Knowledge Rationale and Rigor of Case Studies in Five Types of Therapy Research
John McLeod - University of Abertay Dundee, UK

Case Studies within a "Mixed Methods" Paradigm: Joint Publication of Group Data from RCTs and Associated Case Studies
Daniel Fishman - Rutgers University, Piscataway, USA

The Case Formulation Approach to Psychotherapy Outcome Research Revisited
Tracy Eells - University of Louisville, USA

Panel
Narrative
Thursday
15:45 - 17:15
206
Moderator
Lynne Angus - York University, Toronto, Canada

Narrative in psychotherapy: Three narrative perspectives on the case of Sarah (part I)
Discussant: Antonio Pascual-Leone - University of Windsor, Canada

Application of the narrative and emotion process coding system to the case of Sarah
Tali Boritz - York University, Toronto, Canada, Emily Bryntwick, Kathrin Moertl, Lynne Angus, and Leslie Greenberg

An intensive analysis of innovative moments in the case of Sarah
Ines Mendes - University of Minho, Braga, Portugal, Carla Cunha, Miguel Gonçalves, Lynne Angus, and Leslie Greenberg

Qualitative investigation on Sarah’s shift events: narrative topics, conflict themes and narrative positionings
Kathrin Moertl - York University, Toronto, Canada, Lynne Angus
Thursday

Panel
Practice
Thursday
15:45 - 17:15
105
Moderator
Kim de Jong - Erasmus University Medical Center, The Netherlands

Monitoring patient progress and providing feedback: response patterns and effects
Discussant: Robert Lueger - Creighton University, Omaha, NE, USA

Change processes in outpatient psychotherapy – are some patterns universal?
Katharina Köck - Universität Trier, Germany, Wolfgang Lutz

Examining the benefits of combining feedback of wellbeing and symptoms in progress monitoring
Kale Dyer - University of Western Australia, Crawley, Andrew Page, Geoff Hooke

The effects of feedback on symptom reduction and wellbeing
Kim de Jong - Erasmus University Medical Center, Rotterdam, The Netherlands, Reinier Timman

Structured Discussion
Interpersonal
Thursday
15:45 - 17:15
220

What Produces a Therapeutic Connection, and How Does It Manifest Itself Objectively?
Leonard Horowitz - Stanford University, Stanford, CA, USA

Discussant: J. Christopher Muran - Adelphi University, Garden City, NY, USA and Wolfgang Tschacher, University Hospital of Psychiatry, Bern, Switzerland
Chris Evans, Adam Horvath, David Orlinsky, Bernhard Strauss, Hadas Wiseman

Coffee Break
Thursday
17:15 - 17:45

Panel
Psychodynamic
Thursday
17:45 - 19:15
101
Moderator
Hanspeter Mathys - University of Zurich, Switzerland

The Case of Alexandra: What are her concerns in the psychodynamic initial interview?
Alexandras concern in the focus of a content analysis
Marius Neukom - University of Zurich, Switzerland

"... like some kind of jealousy". Findings of the JAKOB narrative analysis
Lina Maria Arboleda - University of Zurich, Switzerland, Marc Luder

The case of Alexandra: A conversational analytic approach
Michael Frei - University of Zurich, Switzerland

“Am I good enough? Am I needed at all in this profession?” Alexandra’s little credit for herself – The perspective of credit analysis
Valérie Minh-Thi Keller - University of Zurich, Switzerland, Marie-Luise Hermann
Thursday

Panel
Computer
Thursday
17:45 - 19:15
105
Moderator
Daniel Fassnacht - University of Minho, Braga, Portugal

Continuous psychosocial support through technology-enhanced interventions
The internet-based eating disorder prevention program YoungEs[s]prit: Results from the 2-year interim analysis
Kajton Lindenber - University Hospital, Heidelberg, Germany, Stephanie Bauer, Markus Moessner, Hans Kordy
OSCAR – An Internet-based supportive coaching program for non-professional caregivers of adult individuals with an acquired brain injury
Eveline Frischknecht - University of Bern, Switzerland, Helene Hofer, Franziska Lüthy, Thomas Berger and Hansjörg Znoj
Self-quitting with text messages: an experience sampling approach in smokers
Monica Bachmann - University of Bern, Switzerland, Jeannette Brodbeck, Hansjörg Znoj
Use of text messages service to promoting healthy behaviors in children
Daniel Fassnacht - University of Minho, Braga, Portugal, Sónia Gonçalves, Kathina Ali, Cátia Silva, Markus Moessner, Stephanie Bauer, Paulo Machado

Panel
Assessment
Thursday
17:45 - 19:15
Audimax
Moderator
Julie Sarno Owens - Ohio University, Athens, USA

Advances in Measuring Clinically Significant Change in Psychotherapy
Discussant: Michael Lambert - Brigham Young University, Provo, USA
Clinically Significant Change in Adolescent Outpatients: Is Change in Symptoms Noticeable in Other Domains?
Veronika Karpenko - Ukrainian Catholic University, Lviv, Ukraine, Julie Sarno Owens
The Relation between Clinically Significant Change in Symptoms and Functioning across three Child Treatment Outcome Studies
Julie Sarno Owens - Ohio University, Athens, USA, Veronika Karpenko, Jennie L. Storer
Comparing RCI and the Method of Percent Reduction to Define Response and Remission in Psychotherapy
Wolfgang Hiller - Johannes Gutenberg University of Mainz, Germany, Amrei Schindler
An Evaluation of Therapy Response to CBT for Depression as Defined by the Method of Percent Improvement
Amrei Schindler - Johannes Gutenberg University of Mainz, Germany, Wolfgang Hiller
Thursday

Panel
Model
Thursday
17:45 - 19:15
201
Moderator
Niklaus Stulz - Psychiatric Services Aargau, Baden, Switzerland

Modeling and predicting change in psychotherapy
Discussant: Wolfgang Lutz - University of Trier, Germany

Applications of Growth Mixture Models to examine differential treatment effects in patient subgroups
Niklaus Stulz - Psychiatric Services Aargau, Baden, Switzerland,
Wolfgang Lutz, Robert Gallop, Michael E. Thase, Daniel N. Klein,
Rachel Manber, Glenda L. Wrenn, Paul Crits-Christoph

Establishment of dynamic patterns during psychotherapy creates attractor states for continued positive gains post-treatment
Aaron J. Fisher - Penn State University, State College, USA, Michelle G.
Newman, Peter C.M. Molenaar

Subgroups within subgroups: Differential and adaptive modeling of change using nearest neighbors techniques
André Bittermann - University of Trier, Germany, Wolfgang Lutz

Panel
Measures
Thursday
17:45 - 19:15
115
Moderator
Rita Rosner - University of Munich, Germany

New Developments in the Treatment of Maladaptive Bereavement

Innovative moments in constructivist grief psychotherapy
Daniela Rodrigues Alves - University of Minho, Braga, Portugal, Miguel
Gonçalves, Eugênia Ribeiro

Grief-informed psychotherapy with depressed stroke patients - preliminary results from a randomized controlled trial (RCT)
Franziska Lüthy - University of Berne, Switzerland, Helene Hofer,
Eveline Frischknecht, Martin Grosse Holtforth, Hansjörg Znoj

Reminiscence styles and purpose in life as intervention outcomes
Andreas Maercker - University of Zurich, Switzerland, Barbara Preschl

Evaluation of an Outpatient Treatment for Patients with Co-morbid Complicated Grief
Rita Rosner - University of Munich, Germany, Gabriele Pfoh, Michaela
Kyselova

Panel
Model
Thursday
17:45 - 19:15
106
Moderator
Wolfgang Tschacher - University Hospital of Psychiatry, Bern, Switzerland

Analyzing the Techniques and Change Mechanisms Underlying Psychotherapy

What Interventions Are Actually Delivered in an Randomized Controlled Trial Involving Psychodynamic and Cognitive-Behavioral Therapies for Panic Disorder?
Jacques Barber - University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, USA, Kevin
McCarthy, Emily Leventhal, John Keefe, Sarah Friedman, Barbara
Milrod, Dianne Chambless
Common Therapeutic Factors in Psychotherapy – a Taxonomy
Mario Pfammatter - University Hospital of Psychiatry, Bern, Switzerland, Wolfgang Tschacher, Ulrich Martin Junghans

Cognitive and Not-strictly Cognitive Interventions in the Therapeutic Process: Possible Interactions
Giovanni Maria Ruggiero - Cognitive Psychotherapy School and Research Center, Milano, Italy

Time Series Analysis Focuses on Change Mechanisms and Causal Relationships
Wolfgang Tschacher - University Hospital of Psychiatry, Bern, Switzerland, Fabian Ramseyer

New Studies of Therapists by the SPR Collaborative Research Network
Discussant: Helene Nissen-Lie - University of Oslo, Norway

Personal and Professional Attributes of Psychotherapists: Relations to Each Other and to Therapeutic Work Quality
David Orlinsky - University of Chicago, USA, Michael Helge Rønnestad

Therapists’ Personal Identity and Preferred Theoretical Orientation
Erkki Heinonen - National Institute for Health and Welfares, Helsinki, Finland, David Orlinsky

Accuracy of Therapist’s Perception of Patient’s Alliance: Explaining the Error
Armin Hartmann - University of Freiburg, Germany, Almut Zeeck, David Orlinsky

Verbal and Non-verbal Mutual Regulation in the Psychotherapeutic Process
Discussant: Eva Bänninger-Huber - Universitat Innsbruck, Austria

Vocal Regulatory Micro-sequences: Vocal Quality Patterns in the Psychotherapeutic Change Process
Alemla Tomicic - Universidad del Desarrollo, Santiago, Chile, Claudio Martínez

Voices and Sounds: A Study of the Embodied Quality of the Regulatory Process in a Long Term Psychoanalytic Treatment
Claudio Martínez - Universidad Diego Portales, Santiago, Chile, Alemla Tomicic, Maritza Domínguez
Thursday

Is the Dyadic Facial-affective Regulation between Patient and Therapist in a Psychodynamic First Interview Shaped by the Patients’ Relationship Patterns?
Doris Peham - Universitat Innsbruck, Austria

Defense mechanisms: Current approaches to research and measurement
Discussant: J. Christopher Perry - McGill University, Montreal, Canada

A preliminary study on validity and reliability of the Defense Mechanisms Rating Scales Q-sort version (DMRS Q-sort)
Mariagrazia Di Giuseppe - University of Rome, Italy, Christopher Perry, Jonathan Petraglia, Jennifer Janzen, Vittorio Lingiardi

Validation of the Psychotic Defense Mechanisms Rating Scale – Lausanne Montreal (P-DMRS-LM)
Sylvie Berney - Institute of Psychotherapy, Lausanne, Switzerland, Prometheas Constantinides, Ueli Kramer, Véronique Beretta, Stephen Beck, Jean-Nicolas Despland

How therapist address patient’s defenses during episodes of rupture and resolution of the therapeutic alliance?
Yves de Roten - Institute of Psychotherapy, Lausanne, Switzerland, Antonios Gerostathos, Martin Drapeau, Jean-Nicolas Despland

Cultural Factors Influencing Therapist Strategies and Interventions: Three Case-based Approaches to Studying Change Process
Discussant: Nuno Conceicao - Lisbon University, Portugal

Therapists’ intentions and interventions, psychodynamic and cognitive “therapeutic cultures”.
Andrés Roussos - Universidad de Belgrano, Buenos Aires, Argentina, Ignacio Etchebarne, Vanina Waizmann

Therapist responsiveness and topic changes in a cross-racial dyad: A single case study
Eunjung Lee - University of Toronto, Canada

Varieties of therapist affirmation responses: A culture-specific imperative or transcultural therapeutic factor?
Tetsuo Fukushima - Otsuma Women’s University, Tokyo, Japan, Shigeru Iwakabe, Masaya Ito
Thursday

**Panel**  
Narrative  
Thursday  
17:45 - 19:15  
206  
Moderator  
Kathrin Moertl - York  
University, Toronto, Canada

**Narrative in Psychotherapy: Triangulation Strategies based on the Case of Sarah (Part II)**

All eyes on Shift Events - The Control Mastery Theory point of view  
Valentina Gandini - TU Dresden, Germany

Triangulation: how to build upon each others studies.  
Kathrin Moertl - York University, Toronto, Canada

Method 9 from outer space – transferring methods from other scientific areas into the field of psychotherapy research  
Sven Schneider - Ulm University, Germany

**Structured Discussion**  
Cognitive  
Thursday  
17:45 - 19:15  
205

**The position of CBT in psychotherapy research**  
Franz Caspar - University of Bern, Switzerland

Discussant: Martin Hautzinger - University of Tübingen, Germany and Thomas Fydrich, Humboldt University, Berlin, Germany  
Gerhard Andersson

**Poster Session**  
Thursday  
19:30 - 21:30  
2nd floor main building

Audimax  
Poster Awards Preview  
Moderator  
Thomas Schroder - University of Nottingham, UK

**Instrument**

1 - Evaluation of an EMDR Educational Intervention among Physican Assistant Students  
Gloria Workman - Madigan Army Medical Center, Tacoma, USA, Michelle Lee, Holly Sarah Johnson, Don E. Workman, Theresa Schultz

2 - Self-Organizing Wisdom in Psychotherapy: Theoretical Conception and Beginning Empirical Investigations  
Arthur Bohart - Saybrook University, San Francisco, USA, Makenna Berry

3 - Is skill acquisition and generalization really happening in CBT for Panic Disorder? Selected case studies  
Dahlia Mukherjee - University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, USA, Jacques Barber

4 - Experiences with the German form of the Circumplex Scales of interpersonal Values  
Andrea Thomas - Friedrich Schiller University, Jena, Germany, Bernhard Strauss

5 - What's in a negative facial expression? How do patients differ in their functional use of facial expressions of negative emotions?  
Astrid Bock - Universität Innsbruck, Austria, Doris Peham, Cord Benecke
Thursday

6 - Influence of Cultural Background on Client Preferences for Therapy
Jason Whipple - University of Alaska Fairbanks, USA, Joshua K. Swift, Nina Greenon

7 - I am not who I want to be -- a fMRI-Study of Self-Criticism in Depression
Nadja Doerig - University of Zurich, Switzerland, M. Grosse Holtforth, B. Quednow, S. Spinelli

8 - Individual differences in automatic emotion regulation and emotional narrative processing: an fMRI study
Irene Messina - Università degli Studi di Padova, Italy, Enrico Benelli, Marco Sambin, Roberto Viviani

9 - The subject’s openness to experience: a new instrument to determine it
Geanina Cucu Ciuhan - University of Pitesti, Romania, Nicoleta Raban Motounu

10 - Religious beliefs and clinical severity among suicidal women hospitalized in Chile
Ramon Florenzano - Universidad del Desarrollo, Santiago, Chile, Carolina Aspillaga, Eny Cataldo, Claudia Musalem, Claudia Aratto, Ximena Ballivian

11 - Patient Characteristics and Efficacy of Psychotherapeutic Treatment for Medically Unexplained Symptoms and Hypochondriasis
Michaela Hlavica - University of Bern, Switzerland, Heike Gerger, Thomas Munder, Jürgen Barth

12 - A Brief History of sPaCE
Jeremy Halstead - SWYPFT, Ossett, UK, Chris Leach, Sam Tucker,

13 - Sensitivity and Specificity of the Adult ADHD Self-Report Scale (ASRS) for the Diagnosis Attention-Deficit/ Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) in a Sample of Psychiatric Patients
Marcel Meyer - Università Psychiatrische Dienste, Bern, Switzerland, Wolfgang Tschacher, Stefanie Feuz

14 - Practice of Balint group work in Germany - Results from a Survey among Balint group leaders
Steffen Häfner - Deutsche Klinik für Integrative Medizin und Naturheilverfahren, Bad Elster, Germany, Heide Otten, Ernst Richard Petzold

15 - On the unit of analysis in the study of wishes in speech acts, applying the DLA
David Maldavsky - Universidad de Ciencias Empresariales y Sociales, Capital Federal, Argentina, Delia Scilletta, Silvina Perez Zambón
16 - On wishes and defenses in specific detonators of the episodes of violence: application of the DLA
Nilda Neves - Universidad de Ciencias Empresariales y Sociales, Capital Federal, Argentina, S. Plut, J. M. Rembado, David Maldavsky

17 - Research on wishes and defenses in parental relationships of 12 transvestite subjects, applying the DLA
Carla Gherardi - Universidad de Ciencias Empresariales y Sociales, Capital Federal, Argentina, L. H. Alvarez, David Maldavsky, S. Perez Zambón, D. Scilletta

18 - The Development of Community-Friendly and Self-Report Versions of the Ways of Responding Questionnaire.
Kelli Scott - University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, USA, Mary Beth Connolly Gibbons, Lindsay Schauble, Sarah Thompson, Jessica Hamilton, Laura Heintz, Paul Crits-Christoph

19 - How much is enough?
Paula Dagnino - Pontifica Universidad Catolica de Chile, Santiago, Paola Luzio, María Angélica Rodríguez, Guillermo de la Parra

20 - Development of the Portuguese Version of the Psychotherapy Process Q-set
António Pires - Instituto Superior de Psicologia Aplicada ISPA - IU, Lisbon, Portugal, Joana Carmo, Margarida Coutinho, Carolina Seybert

21 - The impact of social phobia on quality of life of young adults
Evelin Kelbert - Ucpel, Pelotas, Brazil, Cláudio Drews Jr, Luíza Peres, Vanessa Moscarelli, Karen Jansen, Ana Laura Cruzeiro, Ricardo Pinheiro, Ricardo Silva, Luciano Souza

22 - The Italian version of the Big Five Inventory (BFI): Psychometric properties and cross-cultural validity
Alessandro Ubbiali - Psyche-dendron Association, Milan, Italy, Carlo Chiorri, Patricia Hampton, Deborah Donati

23 - The Attachment Score
Tinakon Wongpakaran - Chiang Mai University, Thailand, Nahathai Wongpakaran

Change

24 - Constructing the Alliance Negotiation Scale (ANS): Phase II
Vanina Waizmann - New School University, New York, USA, Kelly Bolger, Jennifer Doran, Jeremy Safran

25 - Studying the Process of Change in Three Therapeutic Modalities
Meghan Craig - Regent’s College, London, UK
Thursday

26 - Personality functioning as a predictor of changes in psychiatric symptoms, work ability and interpersonal problems in short- and long-term psychotherapy
Olavi Lindfors - National Institute for Health and Welfare, Helsinki, Finland, Maarat A. Laaksonen, Esa Virtala, Paul Knekt

27 - Early changes in the cognitive system of eating disordered patients in day care: A naturalistic study
Guillem Feixas - Universitat de Barcelona, Spain, Gloria Dada, Marta Salla, Monica Antequera

28 - Study quality in randomized controlled trials of psychotherapy with traumatized patients: a meta-analysis
Heike Gerger - University of Bern, Switzerland, Thomas Munder, Boris Sperisen, Jürgen Barth

29 - Study of Cognitive Errors changes through brief Psycho-dynamic Therapy
Diana Ortega - Institut Universitaire de Psychothérapie, Lausanne, Switzerland, Ueli Kramer, Gilles Ambresin, Jean-Nicolas Despland, Yves de Roten

30 - Cognitive correlates of change in psychotherapy: A repertory grid study
Luis Ángel Saúl - Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia, Madrid, Spain, Guillem Feixas, Ángeles López, David Winter, Sue Watson

31 - Change perception of clients in a brief Humanistic Psychotherapy in a Mental Health Service of the University of Chile
Paulina Barros - Universidad de Chile, Santiago, Laura Moncada, Mariela Matamoros

32 - Glass half-full, glass half-empty: A critical review of culture and change processes in positive psychology and existential-humanistic psychology
Jacqueline Synard - University of Ottawa, Canada, Nick Gazzola

Depression

33 - How client experiencing and cognitive changes contribute to sudden gains among depressed clients
Terence Singh - University of Windsor, Canada, Ewelina Horochowik, Antonio Pascual-Leone, Leslie S. Greenberg

34 - Gender differences in the expression of expression of depressive symptoms in young adults
Evelin Kelbert - Universidade Católica de Pelotas, Brazil, Luciano Mattos Souza, Ana Paula Costa, Karen Jansen, Ana Laura Cruzeiro, Ricardo Pinheiro, Ricardo Silva
Thursday

35 - Reminiscence therapy combined problem-solving treatment for old adult's depression in Taiwan
Zai-Ting Yeh - Fu Jen Catholic University, Taipei, Taiwan

36 - Early change of depression as predictor of inpatient psychotherapy outcome
Robert Mestel - HELIOS Clinic Bad Groenenbach, Germany, Kathrin Stalder, Jochen von Wahlert, Martin Hautzinger

37 - Therapist Adherence and Socratic Questioning as Predictors of Symptom Change in Cognitive Therapy for Depression
Justin Braun - The Ohio State University, Columbus, USA, Daniel Strunk, Andrew Cooper

38 - Affective narratives in patients with depressive disorders
Verena Gruber - Institute of Psychology, Innsbruck, Austria, Toussaint Kyra, Peham Doris, Bänninger- Huber Eva & Benecke Cord

39 - Maladaptive relationship patterns in patients with depressive disorders
Kyra Toussaint - University of Innsbruck, Austria, Verena Gruber, Doris Peham, Eva Bänninger-Huber, Cord Benecke

40 - Interpersonal aspects of depression: the role of daily positive and negative processes in romantic relationships
Anik Debrot - University of Fribourg, Switzerland, Meinrad Perrez, Andrea B. Horn

41 - Portuguese health professionals’ reactions to a patient’s suicide
Inês Rothes - Universidade do Porto, Portugal, Margarida Rangel Henriques

42 - Negative self thinking habit, self reflection, metacognition and their interactive effects on depressive symptoms: For psychotherapy implication
Hsiu-Jung Chen - Taiwan Society of Psychotherapy Research, Bee-Horning Lue, Yih-Ru Cheng, Fu-Chien Hung

Development

43 - Perceived Barrier to Help Seeking by Abused Elder Women
Frederick Newman - Florida International University, Miami, USA, Laura Seff, Richard Beaulaurier, Richard Palmer

44 - How therapeutic relationship works on a self-injury adolescent who was bullied: Perceptions from the client
Hsiao-Pei Chang - National Chi Nan University, Nantou, Taiwan
Thursday

45 - Cultural elements in symbolic play and in the narrative organization of the child’s life experience
André Vieira - Universidade do Porto, Portugal, Tania Sperb

46 - The narrative construction of personality in adopted young adults
André Vieira - Universidade do Porto, Portugal, Margarida Henriques

47 - Suicide Risk in Young Adults with Anxiety Disorders: A Population-based Study
Luciano Dias de Mattos Souza - Universidade Católica de Pelotas, Brazil, Moisés Rodrigues, Tatiane Silveira, Karen Jansen, Elaine Tomasi, Ana Laura Cruzeiro, Liliane Ores, Ricardo Pinheiro, Ricardo Silva

48 - Experiences of caregiving and self-discrepancy in family recovery
Kellie Buckley-Walker - University of Wollongong, Australia, Trevor Crowe, Peter Caputi

49 - The Evolution of Alliance and Change during the Therapeutic Process of Depressed Woman In different Cultural Contexts
Cristina Amézaga - Universidad de Chile, Santiago de Chile

50 - The death attitude of undergraduate in Taiwan: a preliminary study
Pei-Yi Chen - National Chi Nan University, Nantou County, Taiwan

51 - The Effects of Career Group Counseling on the Poverty Adolescents’ Career Self-concept, Occupational Interest, and Occupational Gender-role Stereotype
Huichun Hsieh - National Chi Nan University, Puli, Taiwan, Shuhsien Huang

52 - Identification of Risk factors associated with Suicide in Adolescents attending Secondary School
Yolanda Davila - Universidad de Chile, Santiago, Rolando Marín

53 - When Narcissists have Children: Parenting and Consequences
Eva Schürch - University of Bern, Switzerland, Carolyn C. Morf

54 - When You Cannot Be the Same. The Twins as Emblematic Case of the Identity Construction by Differences Composition within the Family.
Atà Negri - University of Bergamo, Italy, Aurora Iacono
Thursday

55 - Anxious symptoms of outpatients compared to pregnant women hospitalized
Evelin Kelbert - Ucpel, Pelotas, Brazil, Marga Mendes, Milene Tavares, Ricardo Pinheiro, Ricardo Silva, Karen Jansen, Michelle Dias, Luciano Souza

56 - Presence of small children enriches adult psychotherapy
Isa Sammet - Psychiatrische Klinik, Münsterlingen, Switzerland, Silvia Reisch, Bruno Rhiner, Gerhard Dammann

57 - Collective imaginary of young psychotherapists about psychotherapy for teenagers
Tania Aiello-Vaisberg - Pontificia Universidade Catolica de Campinas, Brazil, Fabiana Follador Ambrosio, Mariana Pontes Leme da Silva

58 - Psychological well-being: prevalence and associated factors in individuals of middle-age and elderly
Ana Laura Cruzeiro - Universidade Catolica de Pelotas, Brazil, Leticia Müller Dallmann, Maria Rita Azambuja Tavares, Ricardo Azevedo da Silva, Elaine Tomasi, Viviane Porto Tabeleão, Michelle Souza Días, Mariane Lopez

Culture

59 - Meaning in life and mental health: personal meaning systems of students in medicine and psychology
Sabine Löffler - Klinik und Poliklinik für Psychotherapie und Psychosomatik, Dresden, Germany, Karin Pohlmann, Teresa Krebs, Thomas Körschner, Peter Joraschky

60 - Meaning in life: A comparison between psychotherapists and psychotherapy patients
Sabine Löffler - Klinik und Poliklinik für Psychotherapie und Psychosomatik, Dresden, Germany, Karin Pohlmann, Rainer Knappe, Peter Joraschky

61 - Complicated Grief and Its Treatment: Data from Asian Culture
Masaya Ito - National Center of Neurology and Psychiatry, Tokyo, Japan, Satomi Nakajima, Akemi Shirai, Takako Konishi, Yoshiharu Kim, Katherine Shear

62 - Latin American International Presence in Psychotherapy Research in the last 20 years.
Guillermo de la Parra - Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile, Santiago, Andrea Jaramillo, Paula Dagnino, Rodrigo Rojas
Thursday

63 - The use of authority/power in counseling sessions: Are Asian counselors different than counselors from the western culture?
Shu-Chung Chen - National Dong Hwa University, Hualien, Taiwan, Robert A Ross

64 - East Asian international trainees' experience of conducting therapy in the US
Jingqing Liu - University of Maryland, College Park, USA, Clara E. Hill

65 - Presenting problems and therapy outcome of international students studying in America
Tyler Pedersen - Brigham Young University, Provo, USA

66 - Attachment Security a Mediator of Resilience and Coping with War Experience. A Cross-Cultural Comparison
Xhevahire Balaj - University of Pristina, Pristina, Kosovo, Elisabetta Ibernii

67 - The relationship between sociodemographic characteristics and help seeking behaviour in Turkish migrants
Kirsten Baschin - Humboldt University of Berlin, Germany, Dominik Ülsmann, Thomas Fydrich

68 - Cultural differences in perceiving and coping with illness. A comparison between German and Turkish patients in in-patient psychosomatic care.
Laurence Reuter - Department of psychosomatic medicine and psychotherapy, Freiburg, Germany, Sabine Roesler, Özgür Tamcan, Jan Ilhan Kizilhan, Jürgen Bengel

69 - Mental health beliefs and their influence on anticipated mental health care utilization in Turkish migrant and German non migrant populations
Dominik Ülsmann - Humboldt University of Berlin, Germany, Kirsten Baschin, Thomas Fydrich

Burn Out

70 - An alternative therapeutic device to reduce burnout symptoms in doctors of a university hospital: a pilot study
Marlene Curi - Universidad de Belgrano, Buenos Aires, Argentina, María San Martín, María Victoria Viel Temperley, Ludmila Jurkowski
Technology-based service innovations for the treatment of depression

Online versus face-to-face cognitive-behavioural therapy for depression (RCT)

Birgit Wagner - University Hospital Leipzig, Germany, Andreas Maercker

Early identification of treatment success or failure in patients using the computer-based psychotherapy program “Deprexis”

Björn Meyer - GAIA AG, Hamburg, Germany, Nadine Navarro Schmidt, Thomas Berger, Mario Weiss

Disrupting the rhythm of depression: Prevention of relapse in depression with mobile cognitive therapy

Gemma Kok - University of Groningen, The Netherlands, Claudi Bockting, Lilian van de Kamp, Filip Smit, Evelien van Valen, Robert Schoevers, Harm van Marwijk, Pim Cuijpers, Helen Riper, Jack Dekker, Aaron T. Beck

Internet-based supportive monitoring and disease management for recurrent depression

Markus Wolf - University of Heidelberg, Germany, Matthias Backenstrass, Hans Kordy

Changes in competencies, attitudes and personality during psychotherapy training

Differences of Interpersonal Behavior at the beginning of psychotherapy training

Elisabeth Pauza - University of Kassel, Germany, Heidi Möller, Svenja Taubner

Changes in concept competence during psychotherapy training

Maria Stippler - University of Innsbruck, Austria, Heidi Möller

Therapeutic attitudes and practice patterns among psychotherapy trainees in Germany

Rolf Sandell - Linköping University, Stockholm, Sweden, Svenja Taubner

Competence development during psychotherapy training (emerging project)

Heidi Möller - University of Kassel, Austria, Svenja Taubner, Elisabeth Pauza
Friday

Panel
Depression
Friday
8:15 - 9:45
Audimax
Moderator
Marianne Leuzinger-Bohleber - Sigmund-Freud-Institut, Frankfurt, Germany

Three ongoing studies on the outcome of longterm-treatments of chronic depressed patients: The Tavistock Depression Study, The German LAC-Depression Study and The Zürich Depression Study
Discussant: Martin Hautzinger - Universität Tübingen, Germany

Tavistock Adult Depression Study (TADS)
Felicitas Rost - Tavistock Clinic, London, UK, Naomi Law

Neuronal Correlates of Changes in Perception of Interpersonal Relations in the Course of Psychodynamic Psychotherapy in Depressive Patients: An fMRI study
Heinz Boeker - Psychiatric Hospital, Zurich University, Switzerland, Holger Himmighoffen, Elena Hofmann, Georg Northoff, Andre Richter

Design and first findings of the German LAC-Depression Study, comparing the outcome of psychoanalytical and cognitive-behavioral treatments of chronic depressed patients
Alexa Negele - Sigmund-Freud-Institut, Frankfurt, Germany, Bernhard Rüger, Ulrich Bahrke, Lisa Kallenbach

First results applying the OPD-2 (Operationalized Psychodynamic Diagnostics) in the LAC Depression Study
Ulrich Bahrke - Sigmund-Freud-Institut, Frankfurt, Germany, Nicole Pfennig-Meerkötter

Panel
Instruments
Friday
8:15 - 9:45
115
Moderator
Dan Pokorny - University of Ulm, Germany

Adjectives, Attachment, Relationship
Discussant: Brin Grenyer - University of Wollongong, Australia

Attachment relied Adjectives and Relationship Pattern with Parents in Anxiety and Borderline Patients.
Alessandra Vicari - University of Ulm, Germany, Anna Buchheim, Dan Pokorny

Something is in the AIR. The Adjective Interview on Relationships.
Dan Pokorny - University of Ulm, Germany, Alessandra Vicari

AIR in the Research and Clinical Practice. An International Comparison.
Zuzana Lakostikova - Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic, Robert Kulisek, Yolanda Lopez del Hoyo, Dan Pokorny, Michael Stigler
Friday

Panel
Person Centered
Friday
8:15 - 9:45
206
Moderator
Wilma Bucci - Adelphi University, Garden City, NY, USA

Diverse Clinical and Research Perspectives on the Trajectory of Change in a Client-Centered Treatment: Roger’s Case of Miss Vib

Outcome and Progress Results in a Client-Centered Treatment: Carl Rogers and the Case of Miss Vib.
Giuseppe Crisafulli - Istituto dell’Approccio Centrato sulla Persona, Messina, Italy

Comparing Computer Generated Measures with Clinical Judgments
Bernard Maskit - Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY, USA, Wilma Bucci

Impressions and Evaluations by Psychoanalytic Clinicians of a Short-term Client Centered Treatment
Susan Kolod - William Alanson White Institute, New York, NY, USA, Anton Hart, Philip Herschenfeld, Leon Hoffman, Joseph Newirth

Convergence and Divergence of Multiple Perspectives on a Client Centered Treatment
Wilma Bucci - Adelphi University, Garden City, NY, USA, Giuseppe Crisafulli

Panel
Interpersonal
Friday
8:15 - 9:45
215
Moderator
David E. S. Altenstein - University of Zurich, Switzerland

Real-time Assessment of Interpersonal Processes in Psychotherapy Sessions

Interaction under the microscope: New methods for capturing patterns of dyadic interdependence
Pamela Sadler - Wilfrid Laurier University, Waterloo, Canada, Erik Woody, Ivana Lzdek, Renee Hunt

Assessing Momentary Interpersonal Processes in Psychotherapy: An Analysis of the Gloria Films
Katherine M. Thomas - Michigan State University, East Lansing, USA, Nicole Ethier, Christopher J. Hopwood

Interpersonal processes facilitate cognitive-emotional processing in a psychotherapy for depression
David E. S. Altenstein - University of Zurich, Switzerland, Christoph Casper, Martin Grosse Holtforth

Circular complementarity in action – A micro-process analysis of patient-therapist interaction in depression therapy
Christoph Casper - University of Jena, Germany, David E. S. Altenstein, Martin Grosse Holtforth
Looking back at the beginning and looking forward towards the end. Analyses of beginning and ending phases of psychotherapy
Discussant: Clara Hill - University of Maryland, USA

Meetings with a unique other: Experienced therapists’ reports on their own initial assessments, predictions and decision making in the early phase of psychotherapy.
Hanne W. Oddli - University of Oslo, Norway, Margrethe S. Halvorsen

A life saving bond. When the therapeutic alliance is threatened by persistent suicidality
Kirsten Benum - University of Oslo, Norway, Margrethe S. Halvorsen, Hanne Haavind

Negotiating ending - A qualitative study of the process of ending psychotherapy
Marit Råbu - University of Oslo, Norway, Hanne Haavind, Per-Einar Binder

Human needs: biological foundations, cultural expressions, and clinical applications
Discussant: David Edwards - Rhodes University, Grahamstown, South Africa

A biological framework for the evaluation of human needs
John Locke - City University of New York, USA, Catherine Flanagan

Needs, early maladaptive schemas, and modes: an adaptive model
Catherine Flanagan - Private practice, New York, USA

New empirical findings about needs and their clinical significance
Alp Karaosmanoglu - Psikonet Psychotherapy and Training Center, Istanbul, Turkey, Gonca Soygüt

Poul Perris - Swedish Institute for CBT and Schema Therapy, Stockholm, Sweden, George Lockwood
**Friday**

### Panel
Psychodynamic
Friday
8:15 - 9:45
201
Moderator
Orya Tishby - Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel

**Change processes in the psychodynamic treatment of adolescents**
Discussant: Kenneth Levy - Penn State University, University Park, Israel

A four year naturalistic follow up study exploring the effectiveness of psychoanalytic psychotherapy for adolescents with serious mental illness
*Jill Pullen - Monash University, Clayton, South Victoria, Australia, Bruce Tonge, Jeanette Beaufoy*

Changes in adolescents' interpersonal patterns with their parents throughout psychodynamic psychotherapy
*Dana Atzil-Slonim - Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel, Orya Tishby, Gaby Shefler*

Initial stages in the development of the Adolescent Psychotherapy Q-Set (APQ).
*Nick Midgley - Anna Freud Center, London, UK, Celeste Schneider, Tetyana Bychkova, Saul Hillman, Ana Calderon, Mary Target*

### Panel
Child
Friday
8:15 - 9:45
114
Moderator
Leonard Bickman - Vanderbilt University, Nashville, USA

**Using feedback to clinicians to improve mental health outcomes for youth**

The effects of feedback on symptoms and functioning
*Leonard Bickman - Vanderbilt University, Nashville, USA, Ana Regina de Andrade, Susan Douglas Kelley, Carolyn Breda & Manuel Riemer*

Predicting clinician behavior based on feedback from the client and caregiver
*Susan Kelley - Vanderbilt University, Nashville, USA, M. Michele Athay, Ryan Hargraves, Ana Regina Vides de Andrade, Tommaso Tempesti, and Leonard Bickman*

Comparing impact and outcome from different feedback systems
*Robert King - Queensland Institute of Technology, Brisbane, Australia, Leonard Bickman*

### Structured Discussion
Change
Friday
8:15 - 9:45
105

**Decentering as common factor in therapeutic change?**
Discussant: Giancarlo Dimaggio - Centro di Psicoterapia Cognitiva, Rome, Italy and Mikael Leiman, University of Joensuu, Finland

*Miguel Gonçalves, William B. Stiles*
Structured Discussion
Training
Culture
Friday
8:15 - 9:45
205

**Coordinating training research in Europe (and elsewhere) - central questions and research problems**

*Bernhard Strauss - FSU Jena, Germany*

*Discussant: Anton Rupert Laireiter - University of Salzburg, Austria and Thomas Schroder, University of Nottingham, UK*

Thomas Rihacek, Michal Mielimaka, Eugenius Laurainaitis, Steffi Nodop

**Brief Paper Session**

Training
Friday
10:00 - 11:00
101

**Moderator**

Liat Tsuman-Caspi - Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, USA

**Beyond non Specific Therapeutic Factors – how to Systematically Improve Psychotherapy Education Programs**

*Gunnel Jacobsson - Stockholm University, Sweden, Thomas Lindgren, Stephan Hau*

**Clinical Supervision in Denmark: Results from the Danish DPCCQ study of supervision.**

*Claus Haugaard Jacobsen - Aalborg University, Denmark, Jan Nielsen*

**Formation of Integrative Training Conception: A Case Study of the Training in Psychotherapy Integration**

*Jana Kostinkova - Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic, Jan Roubal*

Beliefs about self or knowledge about psychotherapy orientation: which is more important?

*Geanina Cucu Ciuhan - University of Pitesti, Romania, Nicoleta Raban Motounu*

**Identity Formation of Psychotherapists in Training: A Dialectical and Personal Process**

*Liat Tsuman-Caspi - Columbia University, New York, USA*

**Brief Paper Session**

Procedures
Friday
10:00 - 11:00
105

**Moderator**

Patricia Spangler - University of Maryland, College Park, MD, USA

**Management of Pain through Cognitive Behaviour Therapy and Biofeedback: A Case Report**

*Sharon Ruth - Bangalore Medical College and Research Institute, India, H. Chandrashekar. J. Purushottam*

**Differential change in integrative psychotherapy: A re-analysis**

*Martin Grosse Holtforth - University of Zurich, Switzerland, Wilm, K., Beyermann, S., Rhode, A., Trost, R., Steyer, W.*

**Toward an Integration between Pastoral and Psychological Counseling: Christian Participants’ Perspectives**

*Jen Der Pan - Chung Yuan Christian University, Chung Li-Taipei, Taiwan, Liang-Yu Deng, Shiou Ling Tsai, Jenny Yuan*

**Expressive writing for patients with coronary heart disease undergoing residential cardiac rehabilitation**

*Gian Mauro Manzoni - Istituto Auxologico Italiano, Verbania-Piancavallo, Italy, Gianluca Castelnuovo, Nadia Vegliante, Enrico Molinari*
Friday

A Pilot Study Comparing Cognitive-Experiential Dream Work with IRT for PTSD Nightmares in Combat Veterans: An Examination of Changes in Over Time in Nightmare Content and Frequency, Gains from Dream Interpretation, and Session Quality
Patricia Spangler - University of Maryland, College Park, MD, USA, Clara E. Hill, Miles Bowers

Brief Paper Session
Alliance
Friday
10:00 - 11:00
106
Moderator
Jamie Bedics - California Lutheran University, Thousand Oaks, CA, USA

Relationship Indices in Time-Limited Psychotherapy
Jairo Fuertes - Baruch College and Adelphi University, New York, USA, Claudia Perolini, Adam Jonchich, Marissa Miller, David Cheng, Caroline Kasnakian, Charles Gelso

Youth vs. Parental Working Alliance in Treatment of Trauma: What Role Do They Play in the Therapeutic Process?
Silje Morup Ormhaug - Norwegian Centre for Violence and Traumatic Stress Studies, Oslo, Norway, Tine K. Jensen

The Therapeutic Relationship and Introject change in Dialectical Behavior Therapy: Exploring the unique contribution of Therapist and Patient Variability
Jamie Bedics - California Lutheran University, Thousand Oaks, CA, USA, David C. Atkins, Katherine A. Comtois, Marsha M. Linehan

Brief Paper Session
Narratives
Friday
10:00 - 11:00
114
Moderator
Raquel Mesquita - University of Minho, Braga, Portugal

The narrative traces of elaboration: The study of assimilation through narrative indices
David Dias Neto - University of Sheffield & University of Lisbon, UK & Portugal, Kim Dent-Brown, Telmo M. Baptista

The DFA as method for modelling the psychotherapy process: a study of convergent validity
Alessandro Gennaro - Università del Salento, Lecce, Italy, Sergio Salvatore, Andrea Auletta, Diego Rocco

The Process of Recovery in Anorexia Nervosa: Two Different Paths
Maria Araujo - Faculty of Psychology and Education, Oporto, Portugal, Margarida Henriques, Isabel Brandao, Antonio Roma Torres

Positioning dynamics and Innovative Moments in a good outcome case of emotion focused therapy
Isabel Fernandes - Instituto Superior da Maia, Portugal, Pedro Lourenço, Anita Santos, João Salgado, Miguel Gonçalves, Inês Mendes. Lynne Angus, Leslie Greenberg

A Qualitative Study on Clients’ Experience of Therapy Termination: does theoretical orientation make a difference?
Raquel Mesquita - University of Minho, Braga, Portugal, Eugénia Ribeiro
**Friday**

**Brief Paper Session**

**Depression**

Friday

10:00 - 11:00

115

**Moderator**

Jriso Cantuarias -
Clinical Psychology Chilean Society, Santiago

Processes of Change during Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy for Depression

Zeno Kupper - University Hospital of Psychiatry, Bern, Switzerland,
Eveline Aschwanden, Claudia Bergomi, Wolfgang Tschacher

Efficacy of Interpersonal Psychotherapy for Depressed Infertile Women

Diana Koszycki - University of Ottawa, Canada, Jean-Claude Bisserbe,
Pierre Blier, John Markowitz, Jacques Bradwejn

The mentalization-based therapy with sheltered and depressed children

Vera Regina Ramires - UNISINOS, São Leopoldo, Brazil, Soraia Schwan,
Tagma Donelli

Perinatal depression: Cohort study in the public health system care

Ricardo Silva - Universidade Católica de Pelotas, Brazil, Karen Jansen,
Luciana de Avila Quevedo, Luciano Dias de Mattos Souza, Luana Porto
Barbosa, Inácia Gomes da Silva Moraes, Bernardo Lessa Horta, Ricardo
Tavares Pinheiro

Negative Emotions Written Expression Effects in Minor Disorders Health

Jriso Cantuarias - Clinical Psychology Chilean Society, Santiago

---

**Brief Paper Session**

**Family**

Friday

10:00 - 11:00

220

**Moderator**

Cristina Tate de Stanley -
APA, Buenos Aires, Argentina

Maltreated Children: Their Autobiographical narrative and maltreatment experiences

Henriques Margarida - Faculdade de Psicologia e de Ciências da Educação, Porto, Portugal, Catarina Ribeiro and Pedro Saraiva

Long-term treatment efficacy of training of obese children and their parents

Simone Munsch - University of Lausanne, Switzerland, B. Roth, S.
Fischer, J. Houweling, J.

Drew's Hope: A support group program for children, teens, and their families

Shirley Hess - Shippensburg University, USA, Kurt Dunkel

Single case study of alliances in a family group

Cristina Tate de Stanley - APA, Buenos Aires, Argentina, Nilda Neves,
Liliana Alvarez

---

55
**Friday**

**Brief Paper Session**
**Therapists**
Friday  
10:00 - 11:00  
201  
**Moderator**
Roberto Pennacchio - Università degli Studi di Bergamo, Italy

Show Me the Data: The Impact of Psychotherapy Outcome Feedback on Clinicians  
*John Okiishi - Brigham Young University, Provo, USA, David Dayton*

Traffic Light Feedback for Therapists in Inpatient Psychotherapy  
*Karin Pöhlmann - Technical University Dresden, Germany, Susanne Döbbel, Eileen Eismann, Sabine Löffler, Matthias Israel, Andrea Keller, Julia Schellong, Peter Joraschky*

An investigation of therapist variability in benefitting from feedback interventions  
*Kenichi Shimokawa - Northwestern University, Evanston, USA, Matthew Kahler, Michael J. Lambert*

**Brief Paper Session**
**Attachment**
Friday  
10:00 - 11:00  
205  
**Moderator**
Helmut Kirchmann - Jena University Hospital, Germany

Narrative Evaluation of Psychotherapeutic Change: Symptoms, Personality Traits, Coping Strategies and Attachment Internal Working Models  
*Elisabetta Iberni - Centre for Psychoanalytic Studies, Essex, UK, Valeria Crisafulli, Valentina Liberati, Virginia Nizz, Alessandra De Coro.*

Exploration of Attachment Security and Therapeutic Alliance in Couple Therapy  
*Sharon Bond - McGill University, Montreal, Canada, Tamara Glen Soles, Marjorie Rabiau*

Somatic Treatment of Attachment Issues: The Use of Empirical Research in the Clinical Situation  
*Jackson Taylor - United States Association for Body Psychotherapy Journal, New York, USA, Jacqueline Carleton, Ph.D.*

The impact of audio-taped AAI-transcripts on countertransference reactions  
*Helmut Kirchmann - Jena University Hospital, Germany, Elisabeth Bruederle, Bernhard Strauss*
**Brief Paper Session**

**Friday**

10:00 - 11:00

215

**Moderator**

Edgar Geissner - Roseneck Hospital for Psychosomatic Disorders, Prien, Germany

**Brief Paper Session**

Identification of non-responders and negative treatment processes. A theoretical and empirical method of analysis in comparison.

Laurence Reuter - Department of psychosomatic medicine and psychotherapy, Freiburg, Germany, Petra Sitta, Armin Hartmann, Almut Zeeck, Thomas Unterbrink, Edda Wetzler-Burmeister, Carl-Eduard Scheidt

Psychological Wellbeing Early Measurement and Dropout Prediction

Rafael Jodar - Comillas University, Madrid, Spain, Rufino Meana, Juan P Nuñez, Gonzalo Hervas

Empathy, Adherence, and Outcome in Interpersonal Reconstructive Therapy with Treatment-Resistant Patients

Christie Karpik - University of Scranton, USA, Kenneth Critchfield, Lorna Smith Benjamin

Factors Influencing Engagement in Community-Based Mental Health Services

Marna Barrett - University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, USA, Laura Heintz, Mary Beth Connolly Gibbons, Paul Cirts-Christoph

Motivational factors predict successful treatment of anxiety (more than treatment techniques)

Edgar Geissner - Roseneck Hospital for Psychosomatic Disorders, Prien, Germany, Johannes Mander, Petra Maria Ivert

**Brief Paper Session**

Cultural

Friday

10:00 - 11:00

120

**Moderator**

Robert Ross - Tzu Chi University, Hualien, Taiwan

The Influence of Personality on the Onset of Depression in Patients from Different Cultural Backgrounds

Annemieke Noteboom - GGZ Ingeest, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, Jack Dekker

Cultural involvement and empowerment in Australian Aboriginal drug and alcohol treatment programs.

Stacey Berry - Illawarra Institute for Mental Health, Wollongong, Australia, Trevor P. Crowe, Frank P. Deane

Therapeutic relationship with Romani patient - one session psychotherapy

Ljiljana Samardzic - University Clinic for Mental Health, Nis, Other

Spirituality and therapeutic alliance in the treatment of young adults with major depressive episode

Luciano Dias de Mattos Souza - Universidade Católica de Pelotas, Brazil, Darci Junior, Maria de Lourdes Antunes, Ricardo Pinheiro, Karen Jansen, Ana Laura Cruziero, Evelin Kelbert, Ricardo Azevedo Silva
Friday

Sem, Rigpa, and Albert Ellis’ Activating Event, Belief System, and Consequences
Robert Ross - Tzu Chi University, Hualien, Taiwan

Brief Paper Session
Psychodynamic
Friday
10:00 - 11:00
206
Moderator
Silvia Benetti - UNISINOS, São Leopoldo, Brazil

Psychodynamic recovery after Short Term Psychodynamic Psychotherapy
Beretta Véronique - CCPP/DP/CHUV, Lausanne, Switzerland, Ueli Kramer, Jean.-Nicolas Despland, Luc Michel, Yves de Roten

The effectiveness of short- and long-term psychotherapy during 7-year follow-up
Paul Knekt - National Institute for Health and Welfare, Helsinki, Finland, Olavi Lindfors, Esa Virtala, Tommi Härkänen, Laura Sares-Jäske, Maarit A. Laaksonen

Transfer of manualized Short Term Psychodynamic Psychotherapy (STPP based on SET) for social phobia into clinical practice
Joerg Wiltink - University Medical Center, Mainz, Germany, Christian Ruckes, Marco Canterino, Peter Joraschky, Falk Leichsenring, Frank Leweke, Karin Poehlmann, Manfred Beutel

Psychodynamic Psychotherapy for Children and Adolescents with Severe Anxiety – First Results of an Effectiveness Trial
Katharina Weitkamp - University Medical Centre Hamburg-Eppendorf, Germany, Judith Daniels, Sandra Rosenthal, Georg Romer, Silke Wiegand-Grefe

Silvia Benetti - UNISINOS, São Leopoldo, Brazil, Suzana Catanio Santos Nardi

Structured Discussion
Alliance
Friday
10:00 - 11:00
Audimax

How is the relationship therapeutic? Client and therapist perspectives
Orya Tishby - Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel
Discussant: Louis Castonguay - Penn State University, University Park, PA, USA and Clara Hill, University of Maryland, College Park, USA
Adam Horvath, Chris Muran, Gaby Shefler, Hadas Wiseman

Coffee Break
Friday
11:00 - 11:30
**Panel**
**Therapist**
Friday
11:30 - 13:00
101

**Moderator**
Orya Tishby - Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel

---

**New developments in the study of counter-transference**
**Discussant:** Elizabeth Nutt-Williams - St. Mary’s College of Maryland, St. Mary’s City, USA

How does disclosing countertransference affect perceptions of the therapist and the session?
**Jeffrey Hayes - Penn State University, University Park, USA**

**Types of Countertransference dynamics**
Orya Tishby - Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel, Miri Vered, Hadas Wiseman

Can therapists befriends their countertransference? therapists talk about managing countertransference
**Miri Vered - Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel, Orya Tishby**

**Innovative moments in psychotherapy: New findings**
**Discussant:** Giancarlo Dimaggio - Third Center of Cognitive Psychotherapy, Rome, Italy

Innovative moments and psychotherapeutic change
**Miguel Gonçalves - University of Minho, Braga, Portugal**, Inês Mendes, António P. Ribeiro, Anita Santos, Marlene Matos, Graciety Cruz

Co-constructing narrative change in Emotion-Focused Therapy: A preliminary task-analysis
**Carla Cunha - University of Minho and ISMAI, Braga - Maia, Portugal**, Inês Mendes, Miguel M. Gonçalves, Jaan Valsiner, Lynne Angus, Leslie Greenberg

Flexibility of innovative moments and protonarratives in psychotherapy: Intra-individual modeling of successful therapeutic trajectories
**Tiago Bento - Instituto Superior da Maia, Portugal**, António P. Ribeiro, Aaron Fisher, Inês Mendes, João Salgado, Miguel M. Gonçalves

---

**Panel**
**Narrative**
Friday
11:30 - 13:00
105

**Moderator**
Miguel Gonçalves - University of Minho, Braga, Portugal

---

**Difficult moments in psychotherapy**
**Discussant:** William Stiles - Miami University, Oxford, USA

The role of mutual in-feeding maintaining problematic self-narratives: New findings
**António Ribeiro - University of Minho, Braga, Portugal**, Miguel M. Gonçalves, William B. Stiles, Inês Mendes, Graciety Cruz, Inês Sousa, Lynne Angus, Leslie Greenberg

---

59
Friday

Characterization of Stuck Episodes: An analysis from three perspectives
Mariane Krause - Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Santiago, Carola Pérez, Nelson Valdés, Alemka Tomicic, Carolina Altimir, Augusto Mellado

Therapeutic collaboration on the last session of dropout cases
Joana Coutinho - University of Minho, Braga, Portugal, Eugénia Ribeiro, António P. Ribeiro, Ana Neves

Panel
Experiential
Friday
11:30 - 13:00
114
Moderator
David Edwards - Rhodes University, Grahamstown, South Africa

Case studies in case formulation and strategic intervention in schema therapy
Discussant: Catherine Flanagan - Weill-Cornell University Medical College, New York, USA

Schema therapy with a patient with treatment resistant bipolar disorder
Hartwig Uhl - Private Practice, Uster, Switzerland

Formulating a complex case: The strengths of the schema therapy approach
Christoph Fuhrhans - Littenheid Private Hospital, Switzerland

Re scripting an adolescent rite of passage: An African experience
David Edwards - Rhodes University, Grahamstown, South Africa

Panel
Depression
Friday
11:30 - 13:00
Audimax
Moderator
Tobias Krieger - University of Zurich, Switzerland

Vulnerability Factors in Unipolar Depression
Discussant: Timothy Strauman - Duke University, Durham, USA

Mood Regulation and the Vulnerability to Depression
Timo Brockmeyer - University of Heidelberg, Germany, Martin Grosse Holtforth, Nils Pfeiffer, Annette Kaemmerer, and Hinrich Bents

The Chastising Undercurrent: Implicit Self-Criticism in Depression
Tobias Krieger - University of Zurich, Switzerland, Prisca Feinaigle, Martin Grosse Holtforth

Personal Dilemmas as Cognitive Vulnerability Factors in Unipolar Depression
Guillem Feixas - University of Barcelona, Spain, Victoria Compañ, Adrián Montesano, Luis Angel Saúl

A Brief Intervention Focused on Cognitive Conflicts (Dilemmas) for Depression: A Therapy Manual
Luis Angel Saúl - Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia, Madrid, Spain, Guillem Feixas, Joana Senra, Eugenia Fernandes
Adolescents in Family Therapy: The Challenge of Building Therapeutic Alliances

Discussant: Gary Diamond - Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Israel

Actor-Partner Interdependence in Family Therapy: Whose View (Parent or Adolescent) best Predicts Treatment Progress?
Dennis Kivlighan - University of Maryland, USA, Myrna Friedlander, Katharine Shafer

The Therapeutic Alliance with Involuntary Adolescent Clients in the Context of Systemic Family Therapy
Luciana Sotero - University of Coimbra, Portugal, Ana Paula Relvas, Valentín Escudero

How do Therapists Ally with Adolescents in the Context of Family Therapy? An Examination of Relational Control Communication Patterns
Cristina Muñiz de la Peña - University at Albany/SUNY, USA, Myrna Friedlander, Valentín Escudero, Laurie Heatherington

Engaging Adolescents in Family Therapy: Qualitative Findings
Jane Higham - University at Albany/SUNY, USA, Myrna Friedlander, Valentín Escudero, Gary M. Diamond

Using the CORE-OM and related measures throughout Europe and beyond

Translating and adapting the CORE-OM and shortened forms and the YP-CORE
Chris Evans - Nottinghamshire Healthcare NHS Trust, UK

Validation of the Swedish version of the Clinical Outcomes in Routine Evaluation Outcome Measure (CORE-OM)
Magnus Elfström - Mälardalen University, Eskilstuna, Sweden, Chris Evans, Jesper Lundgren, Boo Johansson, Magnus Hakeberg, Sven Carlsson

The Portuguese YP-CORE: translation process and psychometric properties
Célia Maria Dias Sales - Universidade Autónoma de Lisboa, CIS-ISCTE/IUL, Portugal, Joan Palma, Chris Evans

Translating the CORE-OM into Polish and introducing its use into practice and training
Milena Karlinska - Polski Instytut Psychoterapii Integratywnnej, Krakow, Poland, Andrzej Nehrebecki, Chris Evans
Friday

Panel
Emotion
Friday
11:30 - 13:00
201
Moderator
Antonio Pascual-Leone - University of Windsor, Canada

Facilitating Productive Emotion in Psychotherapy
Discussant: Leslie Greenberg - York University, Toronto, Canada

Productive Emotion in Expressive Writing: An Experimental Manipulation of EFT Change Processes
Antonio Pascual-Leone - University of Windsor, Canada, Fuschia Sirois, Samantha Metler, Terence Singh, Martin Crozier, Lisa Porter

Emotional Processing in Art Therapy: An Exploratory Analogue Study
Jeannette Bischkopf - Freie Universität Berlin, Germany, Katja Rück

Therapist Interventions and Productive Client Emotions in Facilitating Sudden Gain Onset
Terence Singh - University of Windsor, Windsor, Canada, Antonio Pascual-Leone

Panel
Practice
Friday
11:30 - 13:00
206
Moderator
Jeremy Halstead - South West Yorkshire Partnership Foundation Trust, Dewsbury, UK

Early Change and overall outcome in psychotherapy with or without feedback: through replication to deeper understanding
Discussant: Wolfgang Lutz - University of Trier, Germany

Early change as a predictor of outcome in a routine UK psychological therapies service
Mike Lucock - South West Yorkshire Partnership NHS Foundation Trust, Wakefield, UK, Chris Leach

The prediction of therapy outcomes from change at session four
Chris Leach - South West Yorkshire Partnership NHS Foundation Trust, Halifax, UK, Jeremy Halstead, Samantha Tucker

The triumphs and tribulations of creating a Monitoring and Feedback System in a standard UK NHS secondary care setting
Samantha Tucker - South West Yorkshire Partnership NHS Foundation Trust, Ossett, UK, Chloe Randal, Jeremy Halstead, Chris Leach, Mike Lucock

The Effects of Progress and Clinical Support Tools Feedback Compared to TAU within a Hospital-based Outpatient Clinic
Simon Witold - Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, USA, Mitch Harris, Michael Lambert
**Friday**

**Panel**
Change
Friday
11:30 - 13:00
215
Moderator
Olga Fernández - Universidad Santo Tomás, Talca, Chile

**Psychotherapy in adolescents: Process variables and results**
Discussant: Ramón Florenzano

School-based humanistic counselling for psychological difficulties in young people: Pilot randomised controlled trial
Mick Cooper - University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, UK, Nancy Rowland, Katherine McArthur, Susan Pattison, Karen Cromarty, Kaye Richards

Generic Change Indicators in the Initial Phase of Psychotherapy with Adolescents and their relationship to the outcome of the process.
Olga Fernández - Universidad Santo Tomas, Talca, Chile, Mariane Krause

Magical Thinking in Narratives of Adolescent Self-Mutilators
Georgian Mustata - SUNY Upstate Medical University, Syracuse, USA

Personality changes process in a two years therapy psychoanalytic-psychodynamic oriented: The case of G.
Daniela Di Riso - University of Padova, Italy, Daphne Chessa, Silvia Salcuni, Elisa Delvecchio, Cristina Marogna, Adriana Lis

**Panel**
Body
Friday
11:30 - 13:00
220
Moderator
Alfred Künzler - Onco-Psychology, Psychiatric Services, Cantonal Hospital, Aarau, Switzerland

**Health patients in somatic clinical settings:**
**Psychological functioning and interventions**
Discussant: Hansjörg Znoj - University of Bern, Switzerland

Psychological Functioning in Obese Bariatric Surgery Patients: Encounters between the worlds of Psychotherapy and Health
Susan Wnuk - Western Hospital, Toronto, Canada, Rachel Strimas, Sanjeev Sockalingam, Raed Hawa

Utilisation and Benefit of Individualized Psychooncological Therapy
Alfred Künzler - Onco-Psychology, Psychiatric Services, Cantonal Hospital, Aarau, Switzerland, Steve Delfino, Jürgen Barth

Effects of psychological interventions on psychological and somatic outcomes in peri-operative care of open heart surgery patients: Systematic review and meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials
Susan Tefikow - Institute of psychosocial medicine and psychotherapy, Jena, Germany, Michaela Litzmann, Andreas Beelmann, Bernhard Strauss, Jenny Rosendahl

About the Concept of “Embodiment” in Psychotherapy
Maria-Eugenia Moneta - Universidad de Chile, Santiago, Wolfgang Tschacher
Structured Discussion
Culture
Friday
11:30 - 13:00
120

Hallmarks of Psychotherapy Research, take 3: Encounters and Challenges between Generations and Cultures.

Louis Castonguay - Penn State University, University Park, USA
Discussant: Guillermo de la Parra - Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Santiago
Lifei Wang, Bernhard Strauss, Brin Grenyer, Fernanda Serralta, Andrew McAleavey, Shigeru Iwakabe, Kale Dyer, Shuchu Chao

Lunch
Friday
13:00 - 14:30

General Business Meeting
Friday
14:30 - 15:30
Audimax

Panel
Alliance
Friday
15:45 - 17:15
106
Moderator
Adam Horvath - Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, Canada

New perspectives on the alliance.

Building alliance: therapist behaviors that predict working alliance with cluster c patients.
Pål Ulvenes - Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Tordheim, Norway, Lene Berggraf, Asle Hoffart, Bruce Wampold, Tore Stiles, Martin Svartberg, Leigh McCullough.

Treatment and Design as Moderators of the Relationship of the Alliance and Outcome: A Multilevel Longitudinal Meta Analysis
Christoph Flückiger - University of Bern, Switzerland, Del Re, AC; Horvath, A; Wampold, B, Symonds, D

Methods in meta-analyses: Handling within-study dependencies at the moderator level.
AC Del Re - University of Wisconsin-Madison & VA Long Beach Health Care System, USA, Flückiger, C, Horvath, A, Hoyt, W. T. & Symonds, D

The complex world of alliance assessments: Will the “real alliance” please stand up?
Adam Horvath - Simon Fraser University, Vancouver, Canada, Ac DelRe, C. Flückiger, D.B. Symonds
**Panel**

**Interpersonal Outcomes and Interpersonal Processes: The View from Group Treatment Research**

Alexithymia and Interpersonal Dysfunction: Exploring Associations in a Sample of Partial Hospitalization Patients with Affective and Personality Disorders

*Anthony Joyce - University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada, Esther Fujiwara, Maarit Cristall, Carlee Ruddy, John S. Ogrodniczuk*

Randomized Trial on the Effectiveness of Short- and Long-Term Psychodynamic Group Psychotherapy During a 3-Year Follow-Up.

*Steinar Lorentzen - University of Oslo, Norway, T. Ruud, S.A. Baldwin, P.A. Høglend*

A Naturalistic Study of Alexithymia among Psychiatric Outpatients Treated in a Brief Day Treatment Program

*John Ogrodniczuk - University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada, Ingrid Sochting, Anthony S. Joyce, William E. Piper*

Group Cognitive Behavioural and Group Psychodynamic Therapists and Their Patients Engage in Differing Interpersonal Processes. A Structural Analysis of Social Behaviour of Two Group Therapy Cases.

*Giorgio Tasca - University of Ottawa, Canada, Meredith Foot, Catherine Leite, Hilary Maxwell, Louise Balfour, Hany Bissada*

**Panel**

**Characteristics of several language versions of the Outcome Questionnaire (OQ-45)**

Psychometric characteristics of the Dutch OQ-45 in the normal and several psychotherapeutic populations

*Reinier Timman - Erasmus University Medical Centre, Rotterdam, The Netherlands, Kim de Jong*

The use of the OQ-45 with eating disorder patients: a study on the differences between two clinical groups.

*Gianluca Lo Coco - University of Palermo, Italy, Salvatore Gullo, Claudia Prestano*

The Outcome Questionnaire (OQ-45.2) in a Portuguese population: Psychometric properties, norms and factor structure, and clinical data

*Paulo Machado - Universidade do Minho, Braga, Portugal, Daniel Fassnacht*
Friday

Evaluating online (OQ45) patient feedback about progress to therapists
Ingunn Amble - Outpatient Clinic/Research Institute, Modum Bad, Vikersund, Norway, Sven Stubdal, Anne Marie Skjøten, Theresa Wilberg, Tore Gude

Panel
Linguistic
Friday
15:45 - 17:15
206
Moderator
Mikael Leiman - University of Eastern Finland, Joensuu

Dialogical sequence analysis and conversation analysis in dialogue
Discussant: Anssi Peräkylä - University of Helsinki, Finland
Parallel use of DSA and CA
Leena Ehrling - Finnish Association for Mental Health, Helsinki, Finland
Formulations at a network meeting
Soile Tikkanen - HUCH, Jorvi Hospital, Espoo, Finland
Are inferences of intra psychic processes acceptable in research?
Mikael Leiman - University of Eastern Finland, Joensuu

Panel
Change
Friday
15:45 - 17:15
215
Moderator
Andrzej Werbart - Stockholm University, Sweden

Patients, Processes and Outcomes of Psychotherapy in Routine Clinical Practice
Discussant: William Stiles - Miami University, Oxford, USA
Everyday Evidence: Patient Characteristics, Therapy Types, and Outcomes of Psychotherapy in Swedish Public Health Service Settings
Andrzej Werbart - Stockholm University, Sweden, Lars Levin
Inpatient Psychodynamic Orientated Psychotherapy - Influences of Treatment Approaches on the Course of Psychotherapy and Interpersonal Problems as a Predictor for Non-Response
Matthias Haase - Otto-von-Guericke-University, Magdeburg, Germany, Gabriele Helga Franke, Susanne Jäger, Christfried Tögel, Cornelia Ulrich, Hans-Werner Lutteroth, Jörg Frommer
Monitoring Psychotherapy in Routine Practice in Switzerland: Preliminary Results
Laurent Berthoud - University of Lausanne, Switzerland, Ueli Kramer, Nathalie Koch, Laurent Micheaud, Jean-Nicolas Despland, Patrice Guex
Impact of the Earthquake on Patients with Severe Depression in Treatment in a Public Mental Health Hospital Destroyed on February 27, 2010 in Chile
Verónica Vitiol - Hospital Curico, Chile, Carolina Salgado, Ignacia Reyes, Paula Riquelme, Alfredo Cancino
Friday

Panel
Psychodynamic
Friday
15:45 - 17:15
220
Moderator
Susanne Hörz - LMU Munich, Muenchen, Germany

Diagnostic Measures for Patients with Borderline Pathology
Discussant: Kenneth Levy - Penn State University, University Park, USA

Personality pathology in a sample of opiate-addicted patients
Michael Rentrop - Technical University Munich, Germany, Thomas Zilker, Alice Lederle, Susanne Hörz

Changes in Personality Structure in an RCT with Transference-Focused Psychotherapy
Susanne Hörz - LMU Munich, Germany, Michael Rentrop, Melitta Fischer-Kern, Stephan Doering

Psychometric properties of the Italian version of the Inventory of Personality Organization (IPO) in a community sample and in clinical subjects
Emanuele Preti - University of Milan-Bicocca, Italy, Antonio Prunas, Chiara De Panfilis, Fabio Madeddu, Sergio Dazzi

Attachment disorganization in patients with Borderline Personality Disorder and its association with clinical features
Anna Buchheim - University Innsbruck, Austria, Susanne Hörz, Stephan Doering, Melitta Fischer-Kern

Panel
Alliance
Friday
15:45 - 17:15
101
Moderator
Shari Geller - Independent Practice, Toronto, Canada

Therapeutic Presence: A New Common Factor?
Discussant: Leslie Greenberg - York University, Toronto, Canada

Therapeutic Presence: A Measure and A New Relationship Theory
Shari Geller - Independent Practice, Toronto, Canada, Les Greenberg

Therapist presence and its relationship to empathy, session depth, and symptom reduction
Jeffrey Hayes - Penn State University, USA, Maria Vinca

Therapist Presence, Empathy, and the Working Alliance in Experiential treatment for Depression
Alberta Pos - York University, Toronto, Canada, Shari Geller, John Oghene

Panel
Computer
Friday
15:45 - 17:15
Audimax
Moderator
William Pinsof - Northwestern University, Evanston, IL, USA

Feedback Research: New Frontiers and Challenges
Discussant: Terje Tilden - Modum Bad Hospital, Vickersund, Norway

Feedback in Couple and Family Therapy: Guiding vs. Evaluating Treatment
William Pinsof - Northwestern University, Evanston, IL, USA
Friday

What do therapists do with feedback? Results of a German feedback study
Marie-Anna Rottger - University of Trier, Germany, Julian Rubel, Wolfgang Lutz

“Individual differences in therapists ability to use feedback in routine care and what to do about them
Mitch Harris - Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, USA, Witold Simon, Michael Lambert

Feedback systems: Proceed with Caution
Bruce Wampold - University of Wisconsin, Madison, USA

Panel
Psychodynamic
Friday
15:45 - 17:15
105
Moderator
Guillermo de la Parra - Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Santiago

Operationalized Psychodynamic Diagnosis in different cultural and clinical settings.
Discussant: Manfred Cierpka - University of Heidelberg, Germany

“Re-victimization through the lens of OPD: Study on a group of Chilean victims of domestic violence”
Carla Crempien - Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Santiago

Illness representations and adherence to treatment in epilepsy

ED’s patients and OPD (Operationalized Psychodynamic Diagnosis): from dimensional assessment to treatment outcome
Pablo Zugliani - University of Milan, Italy, Dario Ferrario, Margherita Magni, Maria Laura Zuccarino, Pietro Bondi, Francesca Cadeo, Pasqua Catfagna, Stefania Crispino, Marianna Greco, Giovanni Mentasti, Tiziano Monea, Valeria Piemontese, Laura Primerano, Daria Taino, Angela Test

Culture shapes the interpersonal nature of depression: Evidence from depressed patients in Germany and Chile
Johannes Zimmermann - University of Heidelberg, Germany, Paulina Barros, Consuelo Arriagada, Paula Dagnino, Laura Moncada, Guillermo de la Parra, Manfred Cierpka

Structured Discussion
Training
Friday
15:45 - 17:15
201

Toward a Generic Model of Psychotherapy Training
Omar Gelo - Sigmund Freud University, Vienna, Austria

Discussant: David Orlinsky - University of Chicago, USA, Robert Elliott, Strathclyde University, Glasgow, UK, Ansis Stabingis, Denise Defey, Imre Szecsköy, Sotiria Grafanaki, Claus Haugaard Jacobsen, Jan Nielsen, Jeffrey Binder

68
### Friday

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structured Discussion</th>
<th>Managing Psychotherapy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Mario Weiss - GAIA, Hamburg, Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>Discussant: Franz Caspar - University of Bern, Switzerland and Lambert Michael, Brigham Young University, Provo, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:45 - 17:15</td>
<td>Wolfgang Lutz, Bill Pinsof, Jeremy Halstead, Takuya Minami, Chris Evans, Katharina Janus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structured Discussion</th>
<th>Case Study Research Around the World: A Progress Report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Narrative</td>
<td>Daniel Fishman - Rutgers University, Piscataway, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Discussant: Shigeru Iwakabe - Ochanomizu University, Tokyo, Japan and David Edwards, Rhodes University, Grahamstown, South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>Elena Scherb, John McLeod, Ladislav Timulak, Thomas Mackrill, Daniel Fishman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:45 - 17:15</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Coffee Break

Friday 17:15 - 17:45

### Panel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Research in Psychotherapy training</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>Discussant: Maria Stippler - University of Innsbruck, Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:45 - 19:15</td>
<td>Evaluation of supervision in psychodrama training: An empirical study on outcomes and helpful factors in supervision Hannes Krall - University of Klagenfurt, Austria, Jutta Fürst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>Ambivalences towards psychotherapy research: Motives and experiences of psychoanalytic therapists Jennifer Protz - University Kassel, Germany, Horst Kächele, Svenja Taubner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderator</td>
<td>TRAIN -Towards Research Applied in International Networks of Trainees Jutta Fürst - University of Innsbruck, Austria, Hannes Krall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jutta Fürst - University of Innsbruck, Austria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Panel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive</th>
<th>The relevance of metacognitive aspects in the psychotherapy process with difficult patients.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>Alexithymia in personality disorders: Correlations with symptoms and interpersonal functioning Giuseppe Nicolo - Third Center for Cognitive Psychotherapy, Rome, Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:45 - 19:15</td>
<td>The relevance of metacognitive aspects in the psychotherapy process with difficult patients Elena Scherb - Universidad Argentina de la Empresa, Buenos Aires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>Moderator Elena Scherb - Psychology Department, Buenos Aires, Argentina</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Friday

The recognition of emotions from facial expressions in the Personality Disorders: a study on a clinical sample.
Antonino Carcione - Third Center of Cognitive Psychotherapy, Rome, Italy

**Triadic model research in couple therapy**
Discussant: Andrés Roussos - Universidad de Belgrano, Buenos Aires, Argentina

Semiotic Mediation: A Perspective to Triadic Model in Couple Therapy Research.
Maria Elisa Molina - Universidad del Desarrollo, Santiago, Chile, Luis Tapia Villanueva

The role of triadic Prototypical Affective Microsequences (PAMS) for change in couples’ therapy
Eva Bähringer-Huber - University of Innsbruck, Austria, Luis Tapia

Triadic Relational Drawing Video Analysis (RDVA) in Couple Therapeutic System.
Luis Tapia - Universidad del Desarrollo, Santiago, Chile, María Elisa Molina

**Voice Configurations and the Resolution of Problematic Experiences: Recent Modifications and Enhancements to the Assimilation Model**

Configurations of Voices in Depression and Anxiety
William Stiles - Miami University, Oxford, USA, Katerine Osatuke, Michael A. Gray

Assimilation Analysis of Cognitive Therapy for Generalized Anxiety Disorder: Observations from a Successful-Outcome Case
Michael A. Gray - Liberty Behavioral Health/Indiana Department Of Correction, Indianapolis, IN, USA, William B. Stiles, Thomas D. Borkovec, Michelle G. Newman, Louis G. Castonguay

The Assimilation Model: Reflections From A Cognitive Therapy Perspective
Isabel Caro Gabalda - University of Valencia, Spain

Assimilation of Shared Problematic Experiences in Organizational Settings
Katerine Osatuke - Veterans Health Administration National Center for Organization Development, Cincinnati, USA, Scott C. Moore, William Stiles
Panel
Interpersonal
Friday
17:45 - 19:15
201
Moderator
Jacques Barber - University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, USA

Outcome Specificity and Mechanisms of Changes in Psychodynamic Therapy and CBT
Discussant: Shelley McMain - University of Toronto, Canada

Trajectories and Mediators of Change in Psychoanalytic, Psychodynamic and Cognitive-Behavior Therapy
Guenther Klug - Technische Universität, München, Germany, G. Henrich, B. Filippiak, D. Huber

Mechanisms of Change in the Psychodynamic Treatment of Borderline Personality Disorder: Findings from Experimental Psychopathology and Psychotherapy Process and Outcome.
Kenneth Levy - Penn State University, State College, USA, Kevin B. Meehan, Joseph E. Beeny, Rachel H. Wasserman, John F. Clarkin

Outcome Specificity in Psychodynamic vs. Medication Therapies for Depression: Changes in Interpersonal Patterns
Kevin McCarthy - University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, USA, Jacques P. Barber

Panel
Assessment
Friday
17:45 - 19:15
206
Moderator
Robert Lueger - Creighton University, Omaha, NE, USA

Demoralization and Remoralization With Psychotherapy: Contributions of the Phase Model
Discussant: Kim de Jong - Erasmus University Medical Center / GGZ Noord-Holland Noord, Rotterdam / Heiloo, The Netherlands

Phase Progression in the Process of Deterioration
Jennifer Callahan - University of North Texas, Denton, USA

An attempt to experimentally distinguish remoralization from symptom reduction
Wiede Vissers - Radboud University, Nijmegen, The Netherlands

Distinguishing Remoralization from Symptoms and Functioning
Robert Lueger - Creighton University, Omaha, USA

Panel
Personality
Friday
17:45 - 19:15
215
Moderator
Brin Grenyer - University of Wollongong, Australia

Personality Disorders, Core Conflictual Relationship Themes (CCRT) and Psychotherapy Process and Outcomes

Differences between axes depends on where you set the bar. Associations among symptoms, alexithymia and interpersonal relationship with number of personality disorder criteria
Donatella Fiore - Terzo Centro di Psicoterapia Cognitiva, Rome, Italy, Giancarlo Dimaggio, Antonino Carcione, Giuseppe Nicolò, Paul Lysaker, Stefania d’Angelo, Maria Laura Conti, Roberto Pedone, Michele Proacci, Raffaele Popolo, Antonio Semerari
What do patients with Borderline Personality Disorder want from treatment? A study of patient-defined treatment goals and conflicts
Brin Grenyer - University of Wollongong, Australia, Phoebe Carter

Core Conflictual Relationship Theme (CCRT) - guided psychotherapy: Outcome data of a 16-session manualised approach from pre-wait, pre-treatment to post-treatment
Josée Jarry - University of Windsor, Ontario, Canada, Olivia Chu, Joanna Hessen, Katherine Krawiec, Elisabeth Kunzle, David Liang, Ann Marcoccia, Emily Orr

The Contributions of Alliance Quality to Outcome in a Core Conflictual Relationship Theme (CCRT)-Based Psychotherapy
Andrea Kapeleris - University of Windsor, Ontario, Canada, Helen Chagigjorgis, Josée L Jarry

Panel
Migration Culture
Friday
17:45 - 19:15
205
Moderator
Ulrike von Lersner - Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Germany

Mental health and mental health care of migrants – Treatment gaps and help seeking behaviour
Discussant: Thomas Fydrich - Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Germany

Mental Disorders in People with Migration Background: an overview from population based studies
Frank Jacobi - Psychologische Hochschule Berlin & Technische Universität Dresden, Germany

Health care utilisation among first and second generation immigrants and nativeborn- a population based study in Germany
Heide Glaesmer - Universität Leipzig, Germany, Alexandra Martin, Ricarda Mewes, Winfried Rief, Elmar Braehler

The relationship between sociodemographic characteristics and help seeking behaviour in Turkish migrants
Kirsten Baschin - Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Germany, Dominik Ülsmann, Thomas Fydrich

Mental health beliefs and their influence on anticipated mental health care utilization in Turkish migrant and German non migrant populations
Dominik Ülsmann - Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Germany, Kirsten Baschin, Thomas Fydrich
Attachment characteristics among patients with anxiety disorders - Their relevance for outcome

Attachment characteristics of patients with social phobia
Steffi Nodop - Friedrich Schiller University Jena, Germany, Andrea Beetz, Ulrike Dinger, Johannes C. Ehrenthal, Wibke Dymel, Ulrich Stangier, Henning Schauenburg, Ulrike Willutzki & Bernhard Strauss

Attachment representation and therapeutic outcome of an intensive psychotherapeutic intervention in panic disorder patients
Katja Petrowski - TU Dresden, Germany, Pawelzik, Markus, Lange, Diane & Joraschky, Peter

Relations between attachment status and symptom reduction in a RCT comparing psychodynamic and cognitive-behavioral short-term psychotherapy for panic disorder
Claudia Subic-Wrana - University of Mainz, Germany, Andrea Beetz, Achim Knebel, Manfred E. Beutel

Flexible Frames: Therapists' perceptions of boundaries.

Discussant: Helge Ronnestad - University of Oslo, Norway

The therapeutic frame: Consistency and diversity
John Davis - Coventry and Warwickshire Partnership Trust, UK, Thomas Schroder, David Orlinsky

Are therapeutic frames impacted by culture?
Shveta Kumaria - Nil, India, Poornima Bholia, David Orlinsky

Frame adherence vs. frame flexibility. Therapeutic subcultures in the UK
Thomas Schroder - University of Nottingham, UK, David Orlinsky, Sue Wheeler

Predictors of successful EMDR treatment for PTSD: An online survey with experts
Johannes C. Ehrenthal - University of Heidelberg, Germany, Anna Molle, Ulrike Dinger, Frank Wagner, Henning Schauenburg

How people with Asperger syndrome experience counselling
Anja Rutten - Staffordshire University, Stoke on Trent, UK

Common mental disorders and psychoterapeutic treatment in young adult
Karen Jansen - Universidade Catolica de Pelotas, Brazil, Natália Brum Vinhas, Renata Bonati Peters, Luciano Dias de Mattos Souza, Liliane da Costa Ores, Ricardo Tavares Pinheiro, Ricardo Azevedo da Silva
Publication bias in meta-analyses of psychotherapy research for eating disorders, depression and schizophrenia  
Helen Niemeyer - Heinrich-Heine-Universität, Düsseldorf, Germany, R. Pietrowsky

Guided self help CBT treatment for bulimic disorders: Efficacy and process of change  
Ana Vaz - Universidade do Minho, Braga, Portugal, Eva Conceição, Paulo Machado

**Panel**
Development
Friday
17:45 - 19:15
Audimax
Moderator
Martha Koukkou - University of Zurich, Switzerland

**Interactions between Individuals: The Role of Belief and Hierarchy.**
Discussant: Lorena Gianotti - University of Basel, Switzerland

Subjective Experience of Quality of Life and Autobiography in Male Draftees and Female Volunteers of the Swiss Army.  
Ramona Tanner - University of Zurich, Switzerland, Lea-Sophie Richter, Pascal Bärtsch

Subjective Experience of Quality of Life and Autobiographical Memory in High School Students before the Graduation Examination.  
Angela Suter - University of Zurich, Switzerland, Dennis Wight

Subjective Experience of Quality of Life: The Role of the Contents of the Autobiographical Memory.  
Martha Koukkou - University of Zurich, Switzerland, Dietrich Lehmann

**Poster Session**
Friday
19:30 - 21:30
2nd floor main building

Audimax
Poster Awards Preview
Moderator
Andrés Roussos- Universidad de Belgrado Buenos Aires, Argentina, UK

**Internet & Software**

1 - A Video Game Design Based Research for the Prevention of Depression in Adolescent Women  
Alvaro Carrasco - Universidad de Chile, Santiago

2 - Development of a web-based intervention for patients with heart disease  
Nadine Messerli-Bürgy - University of Bern, Switzerland, Jürgen Barth, Thomas Berger

3 - Data Modeling of a Clinical Research Library  
Andres Roussos - Universidad de Belgrano, Buenos Aires, Argentina, Viviana Guajardo, Éric Dubé, Malena Braun

4 - Beware of the internet? Impact of reading blogs related to eating disorders  
Markus Wolf - University of Heidelberg, Germany, Florian Theis, Hans Kordy
Friday

5 - Translations of the CORE system measures
Chris Evans - Nottinghamshire Healthcare NHS Trust, UK

6 - Effectiveness of handheld-based selfmanagement (E-Coaching) in rehabilitation aftercare
Stefan Schmädeke - AHG Klinik für Psychosomatik Bad Dürkheim, Germany, Melanie Adam, Claus Bischoff

7 - Extension of the study of the discourse of mothers of deaf female adolescents. Analysis of drives and defenses at the moment of the diagnosis
Ruth Kazez - Universidad de Ciencias Empresariales y Sociales, Buenos Aires, Argentina, Gabriela Mellon, David Maldavsky

Group

8 - Person-group fit in group therapy: A session-level analysis of fit among incarcerated women in trauma recovery groups
Jill Paquin - University of Maryland, College Park, USA, Dennis Kivilghan

9 - Construction of a Method for evaluating the Therapeutical Efficacy of Group Psychoanalytical Psychotherapy
Ana Luzzi - Universidad de Buenos Aires, Argentina, Fabiana Freidin; Diana Nimcowicz; Marcela Jaleh; Maria Padawer; Cecilia Simari; Belén Prado; Fiorella Rodoni; Bardi, Daniela.

10 - A Comparison of Clinical Diagnoses and Structured Clinical Interview Diagnoses in a Community Mental Health Setting
Lindsay Schauble - University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, USA, Mary Beth Connolly Gibbons, Sarah Ring-Kurtz, Kelli Scott, and Paul Crits-Christoph

11 - The Development and Characteristics of Maladaptive Behavior in School-Based Group Therapy for Adolescent AOD Problems and Relationships with Outcomes Over time
Frederick Newman - Florida International University, Miami, USA, Mark Macgowan

12 - Effects of a Parent-Child Cognitive-Behavioral Group Therapy Program on Taiwanese School-Age Children with Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder
Chia-Chen Chao - Taipei Municipal University of Education, Taiwan, Huei-Lin Huang, Shun-Chi Huang, Pin-Chen Yang, Cheng-Chung Chen

13 - Study of a psychoeducational short group intervention
Diana Ortega - Institut Universitaire de Psychothérapie, Lausanne, Switzerland, Valentino Pomini, Jean-Nicolas Despland, Preising Martin, Yves de Roten
Treatment

14 - The Process of a Short Term Psychodynamic Therapy in a Patient with Dissociative Identity Disorder: An Empirical Single Case Report
Mattias Desment - Ghent University, Belgium, Ruth Inslegers, Stijn Vanheule, Reitske Meganck

Mattias Desment - Ghent University, Belgium, Reitske Meganck, Stijn Vanheule

16 - Attachment Style Shift: Testing the Efficacy of a Body-Based Workshop
Jackson Taylor - United States Association for Body Psychotherapy Journal, New York, USA

17 - Psychotherapeutic approach of autistic and pervasive developmental disorders. Initial results from comparative analysis of 18 intensive case studies.
Jean-Michel Thurin - French Federation of Psychiatry, Paris, France, Monique Thurin, Genevieve Haag, Catherine Barthelemy, Bruno Falissard, Tiba Barouk

18 - What Does not Work for Whom? Predictors of Dropping out and Remaining in Psychotherapy in Swedish Public Service Settings
Andrzej Werbart - Stockholm University, Sweden, Mo Wang

19 - The association of therapeutic intervention and patient experience in concentrative movement therapy
Klaus-Peter Seidler - Hannover Medical School, Germany, Alexandra Eper, Swantje Grützmacher, Karin Schreiber-Willnow

20 - The Treatment of Social Anxiety in People Who Stutter
Stephen Crawcour - Technische Universität Dresden, Germany

21 - Is Therapeutic Conversation of People Diagnosed with the Main Psychopathologies Dominated by Different Family Semantics? From Nosographic to Hermeneutic-Relational Diagnosis.
Attà Negri - University of Bergamo, Italy, Federica Bonizzi, Davide Pedercini

22 - Joint attention intervention for young children with autism and their parents: the preliminary findings
Chung-Hsin Chiang - National Chengchi University, Taipei, Taiwan, Jia-Qing Lin, Ya-Ling Peng, Shu-Jung Chiang
Friday

23 - Family therapy LGB individuals and their non-accepting parents: A treatment development study
Gary Diamond - Ben Gurion University, Beer Sheva, Israel, Maya Shpigel

24 - Can we get motivational? A meta-analysis of the effects of MI training on clinician’s behaviour
Grégoire Zimmermann - University of Lausanne, Switzerland, Diana Ortega, Jean-Nicolas Despland, Yves de Roten

25 - Patient characteristics as moderator of effectiveness in psychological interventions for borderline personality disorder
Kathleen Abel - University of Bern, Switzerland, Thomas Munder, Heike Gerger, Jürgen Barth

26 - Adherence to interpersonal (IPT) and supportive therapies in a comparative trial
Dana Sinai - Ben Gurion University of the Negev, Beer Sheva, Israel, Joshua D. Lipsitz

27 - Imaginary Beliefs of Health Professionals on Effectiveness of Psychotherapy for Severe Disorders
Tania Aiello-Vaisberg - Pontificia Universidade Catolica de Campinas, Brazil, Cristiane Helena Dias Simões

Training

28 - The influence of training group based on gestalt therapy upon Japanese graduate students
Hiroki Hosogoshi - Kyoto Bunkyo University, Uji, Japan

29 - Supervision and Personal Therapy in Psychotherapy Training
Steffi Nodop - Jena University Hospital, Germany, Katharina Thiel, Bernhard Strauss

30 - A Qualitative Investigation of Doctoral Students’ First Formal Experiences as Clinical Supervisors
Nicola Gazzola - University of Ottawa, Canada, Jack De Stefano, Cristelle Audet, Anne Theriault

31 - Trainers' Integrative Perspective Development: the Case of the Training in Psychotherapy Integration
Ester Danelova - Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic, Tomas Rihacek

32 - Supervisee Insecure Attachment Style and Supervisor Perception of Supervisory Alliance
Chia-Chi Fang - National Chi Nan University, Taiwan
Therapist

33 - An Exploratory Study on Counselors’ Providing Consultation Services to After-School Mentors.
Huichun Hsieh - National Chi Nan University, Puli, Taiwan, Shuhsien Huang

34 - Therapist Mentalization, Therapist Attachment and Therapist Effectiveness: Implications for Psychotherapy Training
John Cologon - Queensln University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia, Robert Schweitzer

35 - Looking Within: Self-perceived Professional Strengths and Limitations reported by Psychotherapists in India 
Poornima Bhola - St. John's Medical College and Hospital, Bangalore, India, Shveta Kumaria, David E. Orlinsky

36 - The Effects of Narrative-Oriented Growth Group on Career Development of Probation Volunteers 
Shu-Hsien Huang - National Chi Nan University, Nantao County, Taiwan

37 - A pilot study of school psychologists provide consultant strategies to school guidance teachers 
Shu-Hsien Huang - National Chi Nan University, Nantao County, Taiwan, Hui-Chun Hsieh

38 - Personal Style of the Therapist (PST). Intra and inter therapist verbal behavior analysis.

39 - A Therapist’s Interpersonal and Attachment Styles: Impact on the Therapeutic Alliance and the Outcome of Psychotherapy Treatment.
Tinakon Wongpakaran - Chiang Mai University, Thailand, Nahathai Wongpakaran

40 - Negative Effects of Psychotherapy: Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis of Patients’ Complaints 
Sophie Kaczmarek - University Hospital Jena, Germany, Ruben Cappel, Kai Passmann, Veronika Hillebrand, Andrea Schleu, Bernhard Strauss

41 - The Role of the Lis (Italian Sign Language) Interpreter in the Treatment of Deaf Patients with Mental Health Problems 
Alessandra Cecchetto - Milan Bicocca University, Italy, Alessandro Ubbiali, Carlo Chiorr, Patricia Hampton & Deborah Donati
Single Case

42 - Self-soothing in psychotherapy: Theoretical classification and a single case study
Masaya Ito - National Center of Neurology and Psychiatry, Tokyo, Japan, Shigeru Iwakabe, Leslie Greenberg

42 - Psychotherapist's identity: Meaning-making processes more self-centered or more client-centred
Sofia Tavares - University of Évora, Portugal, Miguel Gonçalves, João Salgado

43 - Case formulation in a Practice-Based Research Network. Is standardization compatible with complexity?
Monique Thurin - French Federation of Psychiatry, Paris, France, Jean-Michel Thurin

44 - Research of wishes and defenses in the relationship between the patient’s enacted and narrated episodes, applying the David Liberman algorithm (DLA)
Cristina Tate de Stanley - Asociación Psicoanalítica Argentina, Buenos Aires, A. M Britti, L. Alvarez, C. R. Roitman, N. Neves, D. Maldavsky

45 - Research on wishes and defenses in episodes of self-inflicted violence using the David Liberman algorithm (DLA)
Delia Scilletta - Universidad de Ciencias Empresariales y Sociales, Buenos Aires, Argentina, David Maldavsky, Silvina Perez Zambón

Process

46 - Psychotherapeutic micro strategies: Efficacy and electrocortical correlates of one session cognitive reframing and progressive muscle relaxation intervention in a clinical sample
Marie Christina Zahn - University of Trier, Germany, Luisa Zaunmüller, Wolfgang Lutz

47 - The Study of Therapeutic Collaboration in Psychodrama
Nuno Pires - Universidade do Minho, Braga, Portugal, Eugénia Ribeiro, Susana Oliveira

Mark Levin - York University, Toronto, Canada, Kathrin Moertl, Lynne Angus
Friday

Ana Luzzi - Universidad de Buenos Aires, Argentina, Laura Ramos; Valeria Canale; Dina Wainszelbaum; Elisa Canelo; Tatiana Carusi; Sara Slapak

50 - A three-levels study (narration, speech acts and words) of the language in chronic organic patients with successful and failed medical treatment
Liliana Álvarez - Universidad de Ciencias Empresariales y Sociales, Capital Federal, Argentina

51 - Narrating innovative moments in emotion-focused psychotherapy: A study on the development processes in the construction of a new self-narrative
Inês Mendes - University of Minho, Braga, Portugal, António Ribeiro, Miguel M. Gonçalves, Inês Sousa, Lynne Angus & Leslie Greenberg

52 - Intersession Processes in Psychotherapy – A study in outpatients
Anton-Rupert Lai reiter - University of Salzburg, Austria, Nadia Joecher

53 - Sequential analysis of therapist interventions and innovative moments in emotion focused therapy: Contrasting a good outcome and a poor outcome case studies
Ana Sofia Teixeira - ISMAI, Maia, Portugal, Carla Cunha, João Salgado, Inês Mendes, Miguel Gonçalves, Leslie Greenberg, Lynne Angus

54 - Monitoring and feedback: The next crucial step towards improved therapeutic outcomes?
Sarah Tucker - South West Yorkshire Partnership Foundation Trust, London, UK, Randal., C., Halstead, J., Leach, C., Lucock, M.

Alliance

55 - Defense mechanisms of the clinician, patient satisfaction and therapeutic alliance observed in oncology consultations: A pilot study.
Mirjam de Vries - Institut Universitaire de Psychothérapie, Lausanne, Switzerland, Yves de Roten, Jan Passchier, Frits Stiefel, Jean-Nicolas Despland

56 - Discussion and Resolution of Problems in the Therapeutic Relationship, and their Relationship with Session Smoothness and Depth: the Client’s Perspective
Eliane Sommerfeld - Ariel University Center of Samaria, Israel
Friday

57 - Co-regulation and Meaning Making in Psychotherapy of Psychosis
Susanne Harder - University of Copenhagen, Denmark

58 - Patient engagement with psychoanalytic psychotherapy
Michael Green - Australian Catholic University, Melbourne, Michael Green, Celia Godfrey, Jo Grimwade, Suzanne Dean, Jeanette Beaufoy, Bruce Tonge

59 - Applying the System for Observing Family Therapy Alliance to group therapy: An Exploratory Study
Nuria Varela - Universidad de A Coruña, Spain, Cristina Muñoz, Valentín Escudero

60 - The Self-Report version of the System for Observing Family Therapy Alliances: Reliability and Validity
Cristina Muñiz - Universidad de A Coruña, Spain, Laurie Heatherington, Nuria Varela, Myrna Friedlander, Valentín Escudero

61 - Researching the therapeutic alliance in a family psychotherapy, applying the DLA
Rita de Durán - Universidad de Ciencias Empresariales y Sociales, Capital Federal, Argentina, Jorge Cantis, Horacio García Grigera, David Maldavsky

**Emotion**

62 - Psychodynamic structure and facial expression of emotion
Cathrin Schiestl - Institute of psychology, Innsbruck, Austria, Doris Peham, Eva Bänninger-Huber & Cord Benecke

63 - The Effects of Passive and Active Desensitization on Psychophysiological and Emotional Reactions to Stuttered Speech
Stephen Crawcour - Technische Universität Dresden, Germany, Andrew Bowers, Tim Saltuklaroglu

64 - Under- and Overregulation: On Emotion and Personality
Marianne Hänni - University Hospital of Psychiatry, Bern, Switzerland, Katrin Endtner, Wolfgang Tschacher

65 - Emotion-Focused Two-Chiar Work for Self-Criticism
Ben Shahar - Interdisciplinary Center, Herzliya, Israel

**Stress**

66 - Effectiveness of Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) for Nonclinical Adults
Zeno Kupper - University Hospital of Psychiatry, Bern, Switzerland, Claudia Bergomi, Wolfgang Tschacher
67 - The community resilience: a case study of the Tao-mi community development and residents growth after 921 earthquake in Taiwan
Yu-Li Chen - National Chi Nan University, Nantou County, Taiwan, Chia-Chi Fang

68 - In Health and Disease. Distress, Dyadic Coping and Locus of Control as Screening Variables for the Psychological Intervention with Couples Facing a Diagnosis of Cancer.
Federica Bonizzi - University of Bergamo, Italy, Attà Negri
**Panel**
Experiential Saturday 8:15 - 9:45 101
Moderator Laura Moncada - Universidad de Chile, Santiago

**Research in Mindfulness**
Discussant: Bernhard Strauss - Friedrich-Schiller-University, Jena, Germany

Therapist Mindfulness, Meditation Experience, and Differentiation of Self as Predictors of Countertransference Management Qualities
Jeffrey Hayes - Penn State University, University Park, USA

MBHP- Mindfulness Basics for Helping Professions
Gerhard Zarbock - IVAH - Institut für Verhaltenstherapie-Ausbildung Hamburg, Germany

Impact of a Mindfulness training on variables of attention, empathy, stress, self-care and therapeutic skills in Chilean therapists from Santiago de Chile
Laura Moncada - Universidad de Chile, Verónica Guzmán, Elisabeth Wenk, Anahi Alvarado, Camila Muñoz, Francisco Rivera, Tatiana Romo, Patricia Villarroel

**Panel**
Practice Saturday 8:15 - 9:45 106
Moderator Nick Midgley - Anna Freud Centre, London, UK

**The therapist's perspective on participation in research: learning from experience**
Discussant: Louis Castonguay - Penn State University, Pennsylvania, USA

“Learning from research”: Therapists’ perspective of the impact of research on the therapy process and professional development
Sotí Grafanaki - Saint Paul University, Ottowa, Canada

The experience of therapy trainees and therapists participating in research
Mark Widdowson - University of Leicester, UK

Child psychotherapists’ attitudes to being involved with a large-scale clinical trial.
Isabel Henton - Anna Freud Centre, London, UK, Nick Midgley

Can clinicians truly become involved with research when they are initially opposed to it? Report on an experience with a practice research network.
Jean-Michel Thurin - Inserm U 669 & French Federation of Psychiatry, Paris, France, Monique Thurin
Saturday

Panel
Interpersonal
Saturday
8:15 - 9:45
114
Moderator
Chris Barker - University of London, UK

Peer support and other forms of quasi-therapeutic interactions: What light do they throw on fundamental psychotherapy processes?
Discussant: Arthur Bohart - Saybrook University, San Francisco, USA

Peer Relationships in Graduate Psychotherapy Trainees
Harold Chui - University of Maryland at College Park, USA, Kathryn L. Schaefer, Beatriz Palma, and Clara E. Hill

Online support groups for anxiety and depression: Process and outcome
Chris Barker - University College London, UK, Jeremy Dean

Processes and outcomes of one-to-one peer support for women with gynecological cancers
Nancy Pistrang - University College London, UK, Sue Gessler

Social support and psychotherapy – equivalent functions and outcomes
Anton-Rupert Laireiter - University of Salzburg, Austria, Monika Roeder

Panel
Change
Saturday
8:15 - 9:45
115
Moderator
Geoff Hooke - Perth Clinic, Australia

Use of Progress monitoring, feedback and the meaning of clinical training to improve patient care.
Discussant: Andrew Page - Universit of Western Australia, Perth

Therapist profiling (part- II) – what predicts training and treatment success of novice therapists best?
Julia Eversmann - University of Osnabrueck, Germany, Schöttke, H., Wiedl.K.H

Report on an Inpatient Progress Monitoring and Feedback System that is also identifying variables of risk: Can profiles of risk be developed and what can be predicted from this information.
Geoff Hooke - Perth Clinic, Australia, Andrew Page

The effects of providing feedback during therapy on need for treatment following treatment termination
Shannon Byrne - University of Western Australia, Perth, Andrew Page, Geoff Hooke, Elizabeth Newnham
### Panel
**Psichodynamic**
Saturday  
8:15 - 9:45  
206  
Moderator  
Stig Poulsen - University of Copenhagen, Denmark

**Psychological aspects and mental health treatment of trauma across culture**  
**Discussant:** Manfred Cierpka - University of Heidelberg, Germany  

Narrative Identity of people born or raised in the totalitarian-religious community “Colonia Dignidad”. Research data and conclusions for clinical practice  
**Henning Freund - Heidelberg University, Germany**

Music as a resource for emotional and cognitive self regulation in case of extreme life situations: Colonia Dignidad  
**Susanne Bauer - Heidelberg University, Germany**

Pre-Treatment Personality Assessment in Relation to First Year Treatment Career: A Prospective Study of Traumatized Refugees in Mental Health Treatment  
**Marianne Opaaas - Norwegian Centre on Violence and Traumatic Stress Studies, Oslo, Norway, Sverre Varvin, Ellen Hartmann**

**The impact on the ups and downs of progress and outcome in psychotherapy: Change patterns, word distributions and comorbidity**  
**Discussant:** Gregory Kolden - University of Wisconsin, Madison, USA

Sudden gains and losses and the therapeutic alliance  
**Torsten Ehrlich - University of Trier, Germany, Wolfgang Lutz**

Impact of personality styles of personality disorders on outcome of psychotherapies for depression and anxiety disorders  
**Julia Lange - Universität Osnabrück, Germany, Karl Heinz Wiedl, Henning Schöttke**

What words say about therapy progress: a single case analysis of PTSD based on video transcripts  
**John Klein - University of Trier, Germany, Alda Gonçalves, Wolfgang Lutz**

**Treatment outcome, client attachment, and therapy process in a randomized controlled trial of psychoanalytic psychotherapy and cognitive behavior therapy for bulimia nervosa**  
**Discussant:** Kenneth Levy - Pennsylvania State University, University Park, USA
Saturday

A randomized controlled trial of psychoanalytic psychotherapy and cognitive behavior therapy for bulimia nervosa
Stig Poulsen - University of Copenhagen, Denmark, Susanne Lunn, Sarah Daniel

Client attachment and treatment outcome in psychoanalytic psychotherapy and cognitive behavior therapy for bulimia nervosa
Sarah Daniel - University of Copenhagen, Denmark, Stig Poulsen, Susanne Lunn

A multiple case study of psychoanalytic therapies with good and poor outcome in clients with bulimia nervosa
Susanne Lunn - University of Copenhagen, Denmark, Stig Poulsen, Sarah Daniel

Panel
Assessment Saturday
8:15 - 9:45
215
Moderator
Stevan Nielsen - Brigham Young University, Provo, USA

Stages on the Way to Implementing Empirically Validated Practice at a Large Outpatient Treatment Facility
Discussant: John Okiishi - Madigan Army Medical Center, Tacoma, USA

How To Best Characterize Effective Therapist Performances?
Stevan Nielsen - Brigham Young University, Provo, USA, Dianne Nielsen

Questioning the Answers: Client Perspectives on Practice-Based Evidence
Dallas Jensen - Brigham Young University, Provo, USA, Mark Beecher, Tom Golightly

Tracking Outcomes as Therapists Mature from Trainee to Professional
Tyler Pedersen - Brigham Young University, Provo, USA, Kara C. Thompson, Zach Elison

What is the Actual Effect of Feedback?: Tracking Provider Use of the Session-By-Session Outcome Measurement
Jared Klundt - Brigham Young University, Provo, USA, Mark Beecher
**Panel**
Psychodynamic Saturday 8:15 - 9:45 220
Moderator Frida Slagstad Gullestad - University of Oslo, Norway

**Reflective functioning and its relationship with psychotherapy, psychopathology and other similar concepts like mindfulness, affect consciousness, empathy and alexithymia**
Discussant: Mary Target - University College of London, UK

Comparison of Reflective Functioning with Mindfulness, Empathy, Alexithymia and Affect Consciousness
Fredrik Falkenström - Linköping University, Sweden, Clara Möller, Börje Lech, Rolf Holmqvist

Reflective functioning and affect consciousness in patients with avoidant and borderline personality disorders
Theresa Wilberg - Oslo University Hospital, Norway, Merete Selsbakk Johansen, Frida Slagstad Gullestad, Eivind Normann-Eide, Tone Normann-Eide, Sigmund Karterud, Jon T. Monsen

Can reflective functioning predict outcome in a clinical trial for patients with personality disorders?
Frida Slagstad Gullestad - University of Oslo, Norway, Merete Johansen, Sigmund Karterud, Theresa Wilberg

**Panel**
Practice Culture Saturday 8:15 - 9:45 120
Moderator Evangelia Fragkiadaki - Technological Educational Institute of Crete, Heraklion, Greece

**Psychotherapy in Greece: Cultural Connotations in Training and in Practice**
Discussant: Anastassios Stalikas - Panteion University, Athens, Greece

On Becoming a Systemic Psychotherapist in Greece: Voices, Experiences and Understandings of Trainees
Evangelia Fragkiadaki - Technological Educational Institute of Crete, Heraklion, Greece, Sofia Triliva, Achilles Prokopiou, Sophia Balamoutsou

The Implications of Same-Culture Identities in the Therapeutic Relationship: The Case of Greece
Maria-Ersi Koliri - The Hellenic Association for Continuing Education, Athens, Greece, Christina Vallianatou

Actively Creating New Ways of Understanding Systemic Psychotherapeutic Practice: Four Voices from Variant and Divergent Perspectives Converge in Analyzing One Psychotherapeutic Session
Achilleas Prokopiou - Family Institute, Chania, Greece, Manolis Dafermos, Sofia Triliva, Evangelia Fragkiadaki, Sophia Balamoutsou
Saturday

Panel
Change
Saturday
8:15 - 9:45
Audimax
Moderator
Franz Caspar - University of Bern, Switzerland

The safe basis for going about change: Motive Oriented Therapeutic Relationship
Discussant: Jacques Barber - University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, USA

Relation between Complementary Therapeutic Relationship and Outcome
Isabelle Schmutz Held - University of Bern, Switzerland, Thomas Berger, Franz Caspar

Balancing giving comfort and challenging
Franz Caspar - University of Bern, Switzerland, Isabelle Schmutz Held, Thomas Berger

Effects of Motive-Oriented Therapeutic Relationship in Early-Phase Treatment of Borderline Personality Disorder: A Pilot Study of a Randomized Trial
Ueli Kramer - University of Lausanne, Switzerland, Thomas Berger, Stéphane Kolly, Pierre Marquet, Martin Preisig, Yves de Roten, Jean-Nicolas Despland, Franz Caspar

Structured Discussion
Instruments
Saturday
8:15 - 9:45
105

Qualitative data analysis procedures in psychotherapy research: An organizational framework
Omar Gelo - Sigmund Freud University, Vienna, Austria
Discussant: Kathrin Mörtl - York University, Toronto, Canada and John McLeod, University of Abertay Dundee, UK
Clara Hill, Bill Stiles, Denise Defey

Panel
Narrative
Saturday
10:00 - 11:00
101
Moderator
Daniel Fishman - Rutgers University, Piscataway, USA

Integrating Research, Theory-Building, Training, and Practice in CBT Therapy Through the Combined Use of Systematic Case Studies within Group Designs
Discussant: David Edwards - Rhodes University, Grahamstown, South Africa

Integrating Research, Theory-Building, Training, and Practice in CBT Group Therapy for Adults with Social Phobia
Esben Hougaard - University of Aarhus, Denmark

Integrating Research, Theory-Building, Training, and Practice in CBT Group Therapy for Children and Adolescents with Anxiety
Mikael Thastum - University of Aarhus, Denmark
**Panel**

Interpersonal Saturday
10:00 - 11:00
120

Moderator
Ulrike Willutzki - University of Bochum, Germany

---

**Psychotherapy for patients with social phobia:**
*Findings from the Sopho-Net study and long-term outcome of psychotherapy*

Psychotherapy for social phobia: First results from the SOPHOB-NOET study
Falk Leichsenring - University of Giessen, Germany

Changes of interpersonal problems and interpersonal motives among patients undergoing CBT/SET for social phobia
Bernhard Strauss - University Jena, Germany, and the members of the SOPHONET

Psychotherapy for social phobia: Long-term effectiveness of resource-focused cognitive-behavioral therapy and cognitive therapy in social phobia
Ulrike Willutzki - Ruhr University Bochum, Germany, Tobias Teismann, Dietmar Schulte

---

**Brief Paper Session**

Outcome Saturday
10:00 - 11:00
206

Moderator
Ilan Harpaz-Rotem - National Center for PTSD, New Haven, USA

---

Does symptom change during inpatient psychotherapy predict long-term outcome?
Hanne Melchior - University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf, Germany, Holger Schulz, Levente Kriston, Anika Hergert, Kerstin Hofreuter-Gätgens, Corinna Bergelt, Matthias Morfeld, Uwe Koch-Gromus, Birgit Watzke

Changes in Clients’ Relationships as a Route to Researching the Effects of Psychotherapy.
Peter Stratton - UKCP / University of Leeds, London, Julia Bland, Judith Lask

The effectiveness of psychosomatic inpatient treatment – results of a multicenter follow-up study
Thomas Probst - Department of Psychosomatic, Regensburg, Germany

How do depressed patients after termination of treatment develop? A three-year’s follow- up (Munich Psychotherapy Study, MPS)
Dorothea Huber - International University Berlin, Germany, Gerhard Henrich, Guenther Klug

Understanding the pathways to therapeutic change
Ilan Harpaz-Rotem - Yale University, New Haven, USA, Sidney J. Blatt

---
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### Saturday

#### Brief Paper Session

**Others**
- **Saturday**
  - **10:00 - 11:00**
  - **201**
  - **Moderator**
  - Siu-Ming To - The Chinese University of Hong Kong, China

- Therapists’ lived experience of mindfulness: a phenomenological exploration
  - Maria-Ersi Koliri - Metanoia Institute/Middlesex University, London, UK

- Exploring the interface between psychotherapists and research issues: results of a survey and subsequent action plan
  - Liz McDOnnell - UKCP, London, Peter Stratton

- Attachment and Trauma: Translations of Theory and Research into Clinical Practice
  - Jacqueline Carleton - USABP, New York, Jessica Kopcho

- Effectiveness of a humanistic-existential approach to parent education – A clinical experience in the Chinese cultural context
  - Siu-Ming To - The Chinese University of Hong Kong, China

#### Brief Paper Session

**Others**
- **Saturday**
  - **10:00 - 11:00**
  - **106**
  - **Moderator**
  - Ciro Caro García - Universidad Pontificia Comillas, Madrid, Spain

- Towards a definition of psychotherapy
  - Per-Anders Tengland - Malmö University, Sweden

- Experiential Assessment as an alternative methodology from a Humanistic-Experiential perspective
  - Ciro Caro García - Universidad Pontificia Comillas, Madrid, Spain, Rafael Jódar Anchía

- Mental health service costs: Patient report vs. administrative records
  - Nadja Zentner - Ulm University, Günzburg, Germany, Ildiko Baumgartner, Thomas Becker, Bernd Puschner

- Psychotherapist's identity: Meaning-making processes more self-centered or more client-centred
  - Sofia Tavares - University of Évora, Portugal, Miguel Gonçalves, João Salgado

#### Brief Paper Session

**Others**
- **Saturday**
  - **10:00 - 11:00**
  - **220**
  - **Moderator**
  - Alessio Gori - University of Florence, Italy

- The Development of a Two Dimensional, Language Based Measure of Unconscious Process
  - Joseph Newirth - Adelphi University, Garden City, NY, USA

- Psychological distress in Lithuanian women with breast cancer
  - Giedre Bulotiene - Vilnius University, Lithuania, Laura Zalnierunaite

- Diary Writings as a way of Mindfulness to Transformation the Supervision Effects
  - Su-Fei Huang - National Yang-Ming University, Taipei, Taiwan, Chiu, Wei-Chien
Saturday

Processing the therapeutic relationship: initial data on the reliability and factor structure of a new clinician-report measure of interpersonal patterns
Alessio Gori - University of Florence, Italy, Marco Giannini, Mary Luca

**Brief Paper Session**

**Measures**
Saturday
10:00 - 11:00
Audimax

**Moderator**
Filipa Machado Vaz - Faculdade de Psicologia, Lisboa, Portugal

- Obesity Disordered Eating Questionnaire: a self-report measure for dysfunctional eating in obese patients undergoing bariatric surgery
  Eva Conceição - University of Minho, Braga, Portugal, Ana Vaz, Paulo Machado

- Type of Motivation Predicts Retention in Therapy
  Björn Philips - Center for Dependendency Disorders, Stockholm, Sweden, Peter Wennberg

- Personality organization and depressive symptoms in the course of psychotherapy
  Henning Schauenburg - University of Heidelberg, Germany, Johannes Ehrenthal; Johannes Zimmermann, Rebekka Rost, Ulrike Dinger

- Narcissism in psychiatric inpatients: Relation to interpersonal problems, adult attachment and outcome
  Maria Hausberg - University Medical Centre Hamburg-Eppendorf, Germany, Claas Happach, Sylke Andreas

- Patient’s emotional processes and psychopathology
  Filipa Machado Vaz - Universidade de Lisboa, Portugal, António Branco Vasco, João Machado Vaz

**Structured Discussion**

**Experiential**
Saturday
10:00 - 11:00
114

**Creativity and Psychotherapy Research**

- **Uwe Hentschel - Leiden University, The Netherlands**
  Discussant: Dan Pokorny - Ulm University, Germany

**Structured Discussion**

- **Alliance**
  Saturday
  10:00 - 11:00
  205

  **“Cultures” of group psychotherapies: Implications for alliance concept and measures**
  Laurie Heatherington - Williams College, Williamstown, MA, USA
  Discussant: Dennis Kivlighan - University of Maryland, College Park, USA

**Assembly General Meeting**

Saturday
10:00 - 11:00
215

**Culture and Psychotherapy Interest Section**
Coffee Break
Saturday
11:00 - 11:30

Panel
Computer
Saturday
11:30 - 13:00
101
Moderator
Stephanie Bauer - University Hospital Heidelberg, Germany

Technology-enhanced service delivery:
Opportunities to improve mental healthcare

Dissemination of iCBT in Sweden
Gerhard Andersson - Linköping University, Sweden

Sustainability of treatment gains in eating disorders
Stephanie Bauer - University Hospital Heidelberg, Germany, Markus Moessner

Efficacy of an online pre-treatment counseling program: A randomized controlled trial
Benjamin Zimmer - University Hospital Heidelberg, Germany, Christian Dogs, Hans Kordy

Internet-based aftercare following multidisciplinary treatment of unspecific chronic back pain
Markus Moessner - University Hospital Heidelberg, Germany, Hans Kordy

Case Studies of Change Processes in Emotion-Focused Therapy

Discussant: Leslie Greenberg - York University, Toronto, Canada

Emotion-focused case formulation in a case of Generalized Anxiety Disorder
Rhonda Goldman - Argosy University, Schaumburg, USA, Angella Anderson, Leslie Greenberg

Resolving Emotional Pain in Emotion Focused Therapy: a Case Study
Ciara Keogh - Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland, Casey O’Brien, Ladislav Timulak & James McElvaney

A Change Process Case Study of Emotion-Focused Therapy for Social Anxiety
Robert Elliott - Strathclyde University, Glasgow, UK, Rachel MacLeod & Brian Rodgers
Change in psychotherapy: Patient predictors of successful and unsuccessful treatment course.
Discussant: Martin Grosse Holtforth - University of Zurich, Switzerland
Assessing symptom change in psychotherapy across several symptom domains simultaneously: Exploring new applications of multivariate statistics
Andrew McAleavey - Penn State University, University Park, USA
Positive expectancy enhancement as a therapy change process – closer inspection of expectancy enhancement
Sara Gueggi-Duerrenberger - University of Bern, Switzerland, Michael J. Constantino, Christoph Flueckiger, Hansjoerg Znoj, Franz Caspar & Martin Grosse Holtforth
Profiles of university students: Predicting treatment-seekers and projecting outcome in university counseling centers.
Samuel Nordberg - Penn State University, University Park, USA, Ben Locke, Louis Castonguay, Andrew McAleavey

Stopping Psychotherapy: Who Drops Out and Why?
Discussant: Anthony Joyce - University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada
Attrition Analysis of a Randomized Clinical Trial with Moderately Depressed Clients
Rodrigo Lopes - University of Minho, Braga, Portugal, Dana Sinai & Miguel Congalves
Characteristics of Clients in Person-centered Experiential Therapy who End Early
Diane Elliot - University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, UK, Robert Elliot
Why Patients Say they Stopped Psychotherapy
Rebecca Curtis - Adelphi University, New York, USA, Schenike Massie
Early Termination (Drop Outs) in a Study of Brief Dynamic Psychotherapy
George Silberschatz - University of California, San Francisco, USA

The Therapeutic Relationship as an Attachment Bond: Client and Therapist Perspectives
Discussant: Marilyn Fitzpatrick - McGill University, Montreal, Canada
The Psychotherapy Relationship as Attachment: Evidence and Implications
Brent Mallinckrodt - University of Tennessee, Knoxville, USA
Saturday

Client and Therapist Attachment, Attachment to the Therapist and Working Alliance Over Time in Psychodynamic Psychotherapy
*Hadas Wiseman - University of Haifa, Israel, Orya Tishby*

Therapist Attachment Styles, Experience of Self in Close Personal Relationships, and Relational Manner in Therapy
*Margot Schofield - La Trobe University, Melbourne, Australia, David Orlinsky, Hadas Wiseman, Jan Grant*

### Mechanisms of change from neuroscience and meta-analytic perspectives

**Discussant:** Timothy Strauman - Duke University, Durham, USA

Affective impact and electrocortical correlates of change in psychotherapy - Investigating a cognitive microintervention
*Luisa Zaunmüller - University of Trier, Germany, Wolfgang Lutz*

The neural basis of implicit self evaluation- a possible biomarker of depression?
*Yvonne Egenolf - University of Bern, Switzerland, Maria Stein, Thomas Koenig, Martin Grosse Holtforth, Thomas Dierks, Franz Caspar*

Congruence/Genuineness in Psychotherapy: A Meta-analytic Review
*Gregory Kolden - University of Wisconsin, Madison, USA, Marjorie H. Klein, Sara B. Austin, Chia-Chiang Wang*

### Process-Outcome Research - A Naturalistic Study (PAP-S)

Alliance prediction of outcome change in outpatient psychotherapy
*Aureliano Cramer - Zurich University of Applied Science, Switzerland*

Psychotherapy Process Q-Set: Comparing the Process in Integrated Body Psychotherapy to Different Types of Psychotherapies and Expert Clinicians' Prototypes of an Ideal Treatment
*Agnes von Wyl - Zurich University of Applied Science, School of Applied Psychology, Switzerland, Anita Veigel, Franziska Greuter, Volker Tschuschke, Rainer Weber, Margit Koemeda, Peter Schulthess, Aureliano Cramer*

Treatment Adherence and Treatment Outcome
*Volker Tschuschke - University Hospital of Cologne, Germany, Margit Koemeda, Agnes von Wyl, Aureliano Cramer, Margit Koehler, Katharina Muth, Jessica Mallmann, Pia Pulte, Antonia Roth-Ehrang, Peter Schulthess*
Saturday

Panel
Cognitive
Saturday
11:30 - 13:00
206
Moderator
Michelle Newman - The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, USA

Techniques and Mechanisms of Action from CBT for anxiety disorders
Discussant: Bruce Arnow - Stanford University, Stanford, CA, USA
Expectancy as a Moderated Mediator of Cognitive Behavioral Treatment Outcome in Generalized Anxiety Disorder
Michelle Newman - The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, USA, Aaron Fisher
Hyperventilation in BII phobia: A case for breathing retraining?
Thomas Ritz - Southern Methodist University, Dallas, TX, USA, Alicia E. Meuret, Erica Ayala
Examining Mediators and Moderators of Multidimensional Change during In-Vivo Exposure in Panic Disorder
Alicia Meuret - Southern Methodist University, Dallas, TX, USA, Anke Seidel, Lavanya Bhaskara, Stefan Hofmann, Benjamin Rosenfield, David Rosenfield

Resistance to Treatment
Discussant: Robert King - Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia and Aaron Michelson, Palo Alto University, Palo Alto, CA, USA
Resistance to psychoanalytic treatment among patients with psychosomatic disorders.
Jaime Yasky - University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia
Cooperation and Resistance towards medical treatment in Hypertensive patients who require lifestyle changes.
 Exploration of patient’s schemas and personal constructs.
Pablo Herrera - Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile, Santiago, Laura Moncada, Cesar Escobar, Margarita Morande
Resistance/Reactance Level: A Meta-analysis of Directiveness and Outcome
Larry Beutler - Palo Alto University, USA, T. Mark Harwood, Aaron Michelson, Xiaoxia Song, John Holman

Panel
Change
Saturday
11:30 - 13:00
215
Moderator
Robert King - Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia

Exceptional Experiences' & Spirituality in Clients
Discussant: David Orlinsky - University of Chicago, USA
Mental Representation and Psychological Functioning in Cases of Exceptional Experiences (ExE)
Wolfgang Fach - Institut für Grenzgebiete der Psychologie und Psychohygiene e.V., Freiburg, Germany

Panel
Spirituality
Saturday
11:30 - 13:00
220
Moderator
Martina Belz - University of Bern, Switzerland
Psychological functioning of clients with Exceptional Experiences (ExE) - a case study
Ruth Fangmeier - Institut für Grenzgebiete der Psychologie und Psychohygiene e.V., Freiburg, Germany

Client experience of helpful and unhelpful events when dealing with issues of a religious or spiritual nature in psychotherapy.
Anne Davis - Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland, Ladislav Timulak

Why spiritual worlds persist: A need for paradigmatic modifications in psychotherapy research
David Smith - St. Bernard’s Hospital & Adler School of Professional Psychology, Chicago, USA

---

**Panel**

**Culture**
Saturday 11:30 - 13:00
120

**Moderator**
Eunsun Joo - Duksung Women’s University, Seoul, Republic Of Korea

**Psychotherapy in Korea: Issues of History, Working Alliance, Couples and Therapists' Experiences**

**Discussant:** Poonima Bhola - St.John’s Medical College Hospital, Ulsoor, India and Harold Chui, University of Maryland, USA

History and Current Status of Counseling in South Korea
Ji Hee Lee - Korea University, Seoul, Republic Of Korea, Sang Min Lee

The Impact of Psychosocial Development and attachment styles on subsequent partner selection and marital satisfaction in South Korea
Jea Eun Oh - Soongsil University, Seoul, Republic Of Korea

The Trends and Issues of Research on the Working Alliance in Korea
Seung-Min Park - Soongsil University, Seoul, Republic Of Korea, Eun-Ha Kim

The Personal and Professional Experiences of Western Trained Psychotherapists Practicing in Korea
Simon Seung-wook Lee - Nibbuta Forest Psychotherapy Clinic, Seoul, Republic Of Korea, Eunsun Joo, Yeon Ju Lee, Young Joo Hwang, Jung A Lee, Ga Young Chae

---

**Panel**

**Training**
Saturday 11:30 - 13:00
205

**Moderator**
Clara Hill - University of Maryland, College Park, USA

**An Overview of the Training and Supervision Literature**

**Discussant:** Helge Ronnestad --, Norway and Michael Lambert, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT, USA

History of Research and Overview of Supervision Research
Sarah Knox - Marquette University, Milwaukee, USA, Clara Hill
Saturday

Overview of Research about Training in Helping Skills and in Treatment Approaches
Clara Hill - Univ of Maryland, College Park, USA, Sarah Knox

Lunch on your own
Saturday
13:00 - 15:00

Interest Section on Therapist Training and Development Meeting
Saturday
13:00 - 15:00
215

Panel
Computer
Saturday
15:00 - 16:30
106
Moderator
Thomas Berger - University of Bern, Switzerland

New Developments in Computer/Internet based Treatments for Anxiety and Depression

Internet-based Attentional Training in Social Anxiety: A Randomized Controlled Trial
Johanna Böttcher - Freie Universitaet Berlin, Germany, Thomas Berger, Babette Renneberg

Tailored iCBT for Depression
Robert Johansson - Linköping University, Sweden, Gerhard Andersson

A new Treatment Approach for Depression in old Age – Life-Review-Intervention with Computer Supplements
Barbara Preschl - University of Zurich, Switzerland, Birgit Wagner, Simon Forstmeier, Andreas Maercker

Internet-based treatment for depression: A randomized controlled trial comparing guided with unguided self-help
Thomas Berger - University of Bern, Switzerland, Katja Hämmerli, Mario Weiss, Franz Caspar

Panel
Inpatient
Saturday
15:00 - 16:30
105
Moderator
Sven Rabung - University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf, Germany

The (cost-)effectiveness of inpatient psychotherapy
Discussant: Holger Schulz - University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf, Germany

Meta-analysis of stationary psychotherapy (MESTA) for psychosomatic patients: evidence for inpatient psychosomatic rehabilitation
Andrés Steffanowski - University of Mannheim, Germany, Rüdiger Nübling, Jürgen Schmidt, Christoph Löschmann, Werner Wittmann
Saturday

Evidence for psychotherapeutic hospital treatment: a meta-analysis
Sarah Liebherz - University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf, Germany, Sven Rabung

Meta-analysis of stationary psychotherapy (MESTA) for psychosomatic patients: How to fool yourself in not considering opportunity costs
Werner Wittmann - University of Mannheim, Germany, Rüdiger Nübling, Andrés Steffanoski, Christoph Löschmann, Jürgen Schmidt

Comparing the evidence for psychosomatic/psychotherapeutic hospital treatment vs. inpatient rehabilitation
Sven Rabung - University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf, Germany, Rüdiger Nübling, Sarah Liebherz, Andrés Steffanoski

Corrective experiences: Disconfirmations and transformations across theoretical approaches
Discussant: Clara Hill

Carl Rogers, Corrective Experience and The Client As Active Self-Healer
Arthur Bohart - Saybrook University, San Francisco, USA, Barry Farber and William Stiles

Corrective experiences in Interpersonal/emotion deepening therapy
Louis Castonguay - Penn State University, University Park, USA, Dana Nelson, James Boswell, Sam Nordberg, Andrew Mcaleavey, Michelle Newman, and Thomas Borkovec.

"What's therapy got to do with it?" Clients' explanations of corrective change.
Myrna Friedlander - S.U.N.Y. at Albany, USA, Laurie Heatherington, Michael Constantino, Stanley Messer, Laura Kortz, and Katharine Shaffer

Psychotherapy and functional neuroimaging
Multimodal psychodynamic psychotherapy induces normalization of reward related activity in somatoform disorder
Lisa Scheidt - Medizinische Fakultät der Otto-von-Guericke-Universität, Magdeburg, Germany, Annette Bölter, Moritz de Greck, Jörg Frommer, Cornelia Ulrich, Eva Stockum, Björn Enzi, Claus Tempelmann, Thilo Hoffmann, Georg Northoff

Panel
Quality Saturday 15:00 - 16:30 120
Moderator Louis Castonguay - Penn State University, University Park, USA

Panel
Neuroscience Saturday 15:00 - 16:30 Audimax
Moderator Anna Buchheim - University of Innsbruck, Austria
Saturday

Neural correlates of attachment in chronically depressed patients during psychodynamic psychotherapy
Anna Buchheim - University of Innsbruck, Austria, Roberto Viviani, Henrik Kessler, Horst Kächele, Manfred Cierpka, Gerhard Roth, Svenja Taubner

Self-related ventromedial prefrontal cortex activity of pathological gamblers predicts and reflects psychotherapeutic success
Moritz de Greck - Peking University, Beijing, China, Björn Enzi, Ulrike Prösch, Claus Tempelmann, Georg Northoff

The neural correlates of therapeutic phase-transitions: repeated fMRI during the inpatient treatment of OCD
Günter Schiepek - Paracelsus Medical University, Salzburg, Austria, Stephan Heinzel, Martin Aigner, Igor Tominschek, Susanne Karch

Panel
Training
Saturday
15:00 - 16:30
114
Moderator
Omar Gelo - Sigmund Freud University, Vienna, Austria

Psychotherapy training research: Some trends
Discussant: Imre Szecsködy - Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden

Context-analysis as a qualitative method to investigate psychotherapy-supervision
Jutta Kahl-Popp - John-Rittmeister-Institute, Kiel, Germany

Adherence and competence ratings as tools for supervision
Gerhard Zarbock - Institute for Training in Behavior Therapy, Hamburg, Germany, Benjamin Frank, Bernhard Dahme

Training in Integrative Psychotherapy (TIP) from the trainee’s perspective before the start of the training
Romana Plchová - Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic, Roman Hytych, Zbyn Vybíral

A Generic Model of Psychotherapy Training
Ansia Stabingis - Sigmund Freud University, Vienna, Austria, Omar Gelo

Panel
Integration
Saturday
15:00 - 16:30
206
Moderator
Antonio Vasco - University of Lisbon, Portugal

Understanding Therapy as a Sequence of Phases: Strategic Objectives, Emotions and Patient Characteristics
Discussant: Jeanne Watson - University of Toronto, Ontario, Canada

General Strategy-Related Patients' Change and their Relationship to Alliance and Outcome: A Case for the Sequencing of Mechanisms of Change?
Nuno Conceicao - University of Lisbon, Portugal, Antonio Vasco
Impact of Patients’ Emotional Processes in Therapy Outcomes Based on an Integrative Model  
Filipa Machado Vaz - Universidade de Lisboa, Lisbon, Portugal, Antonio Vasco, J. Machado Vaz

The Need for Self-Consistency and the Predisposition to Psychological Dissociation as Hindrance to Therapy Progression  
Fernando Oliveira - University of Lisbon, Portugal, Antonio Vasco

Alexithymic Characteristics as Possible Hindrances to Emotional Processing and Therapy Progression  
Ana Catarina Silva - University of Lisbon, Portugal, Antonio Vasco, Jeanne Watson

**Unpacking Personality Processes in Personality Disorders: Knowledge Transfer between social/personality Psychology and Psychotherapy**  
Discussant: John Ogrodniczuk - University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada

Improving Narcissists’ Relationships: The beneficial Role of Commitment  
Carolyn Morf - University of Bern, Switzerland, Loredana Torchetti, Madoka Kumashiro

Narcissism, Perfectionism and Personality Disorder Traits: Correlations with Symptoms, Alexithymia and Interpersonal Functioning. A Comparison between Clinical and Non-clinical Participants  
Giancarlo Dimaggio - Terzo Centro di Psicoterapia Cognitiva, Rome, Italy, Teresa Calarco, Antonino Carcione, Paul Lysaker, Roberto Pedone, Ilaria Riccardi, Nicola Marsigli, Beatrice Sabatelli, A. Paviglianiti

Perceived Rejection as a Trigger for Rage in Borderline Personality Disorder  
Geraldine Downey - Columbia University, New York, USA, Kathy Berenson, Eshkol Rafaeli, Karin Coifman, Nina Leventhal

**Role of Culture in Supervision: Implications for psychotherapy training and practice**  
Discussant: William West - University of Manchester, UK

A Transnational Framework for Multicultural Supervision and Counseling Competence  
Arpana Inman - Lehigh University, Bethlehem, USA, Nicholas Ladany
Saturday

Reflections on Psychotherapy Supervision and the Supervisor-Supervisee Relationship from India
Kiran Rao - NIMHANS, Bengaluru, India

The hidden culture: An examination of the feminist influence on the supervisory relationship
Rosie Dansey - University of Manchester, UK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Saturday</th>
<th>15:00 - 16:30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>115</td>
<td>Moderator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>João Salgado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Instituto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Superior da</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Maia, Portugal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Patterns and dynamics of voices: Case studies of self processes within experiential therapies

Positioning Microanalysis: An idiographic method for describing change
Anita Santos - Instituto Superior da Maia, Portugal, Carla Cunha, João Salgado

Dynamic self processes in a poor outcome case: Analysis of voices involved in clinical problems’ formulation
Cintia Almeida - Instituto Superior da Maia, Portugal, Daniela Sá, Anita Santos, João Salgado, Leslie Greenberg, Lynne Angus

A study of the change process through the analysis of the positioning dynamics in an EFT good outcome case
João Salgado - Instituto Superior da Maia, Portugal, Pedro Lourenço, Eunice Barbosa, Anita Santos, Leslie Greenberg, Lynne Angus

Analyzing the positioning movement throughout psychotherapy in a poor outcome of emotion focused therapy
Isabel Basto - Instituto Superior da Maia, Portugal, Graciela Calaça, Anita Santos, João Salgado, Leslie Greenberg, Lynne Angus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structured Discussion</th>
<th>Reporting meta-analyses of psychotherapeutic effectiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussant: Bernhard Strauss - University Hospital Jena, Germany and Bruce Wampold, University of Wisconsin, Madison, USA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allesandro Liberati</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structured Discussion</th>
<th>Psychodrama Research in the Field of Women Victims of Violence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Migration</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussant: Ines Testoni - Department of Applied Psychology, Padua, Italy and Maria Silvia Guglielmin, Associazione Italiana Psicodrammatisti Moreniani, Milano, Italy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gianandrea Salvestrin, Galabina Tarashoeva, Chris Evans, Joe-anne Carlyle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Structured Discussion
Practice
Saturday
15:00 - 16:30
215

The challenges of handling data from large naturalistic samples
Kim de Jong - Erasmus University Medical Center / GGZ Noord-Holland Noord, Rotterdam / Heiloo, The Netherlands
Discussant: Wolfgang Lutz - Universität Trier, Germany and Paul Crits-Christoph, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, USA
Jan Boehnke, Sam Nordberg, Takuya Minami, Kim de Jong

Closing Plenary
Saturday
16:45 - 17:45
Audimax & Aula

Mentalization, a common factor across psychotherapies?
Mary Target – University College London, UK
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